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Sox Avoid Card Sweep p. B1

16 Down,34 To Go Republicans
start fund
for legal bills
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
With the attorney general's
office investigating hiring in
Gov. Ernie Fletcher's administration, a Kentucky Republican
Party official said he is helping
establish a corporation to accept
donations to pay legal bills.
Spencer Noe, the party's general counsel, said he and eight to
10 others met last month away
from the party headquarters to
discuss how they could help
administration aides and officials cover lawyer's fees.
Noe said the fund won't be
affiliated with any Republican
organization.
The Executive Branch Ethics
Commission issued an opinion
approving the arrangement, but
the attorney general's office and
others were critical Wednesday.
"This rushed, vague and
poorly reasoned ethics opinion
clearly violates the ban on gifts
to executive branch employees,"
said Vicki Glass, spokeswoman
for the attorney general. "It's
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Jack Hebner swings as he and friend Arlie Hansen golfed at Miller Memorial Golf Course this morning during a
50-state elfing tour in a month's time.

U.S. golfing tour makes stop at Murray's Miller

NATHAN CLINKENBEARCYLedger & Times photo

what started off as three "geezers," is
now down to two after Cann, also from
Spokane, played in Washington and
Oregon and then had to back out.
Originally, the two planned on traveling the more than 9,000 miles in an RV.
but Hebner's daughter had a better idea

•See Page 2A

By The Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Hispanics accounted for half the
The U.S. Hispanic population
2.9 million U.S. population
passed 40 million, and accounted
growth from 2003 to 2004 and
for about half of the nation's overnow constitute one-seventh of
all population growth in the 12
all people in the United States.
months that ended July 1, 2004.
Census
Bureau
report
A
issued Thursday said that trend
Estimated Hispanic populaprobably will continue because
tion as of July 1, by year
of immigration and a Hispanic
41.3
million
birth rate outstripping non45 million
Hispanic blacks and whites.
35
The agency estimated there
25
are 41.3 million Hispanics in the
15
U.S. The bureau does not ask
5
about legal status so its numbers
2000 2001 2002 2003 2004
are intended to include everyone.
The population growth for
Asians ran a close second.
293.7 million
Increases in both groups are due
Total U S population
largely to immigration, but also
Estimated growth from
higher birth rates, said Lewis W.
July 1,2003to July 1,2004
Goodman,
an
American
University expert on U.S.-Latin
Hispanic population
American relations.
"If we didn't have those elements, we would be moving into
2.9 million
a situation like Japan and
Total U.S population
Europe ... where the populations
are graying in a way that is very SOURCE: Census Bureau
AP
alarming and endangering their tend to arrive in their 20s, when
productivity and endangering many people have children. A
even their social security sys- far greater percentage of whites
tems," he said.
Most immigrants to the U.S.

Growing in number

Arlie Hansen joined Jack Hebner on his golf tour of the United States that
stopping in Murray this morning. The two were headed for Bartlett, Tenn.,
this afternoon to complete 16 states on their journey so far.
state of Kentucky for these guys,"
Snodgrass said. "They are going around
the nation with these posters that show
what they are doing and Miller Golf
Course is on that poster, which is great
for our publicity. We know we have a
great golf course and it's great these guys
wanted to play here."
Called the TransAmerica Golf Tour,

See Page 8A

Hispanics now 1/7th
of U.S. population

NATHAN CLINKENBEARD/Ledger & Times photo

By NATHAN CLINKENBEARD
Staff Writer
Sitting in a Mexican bar in Palm
Springs, Fla., Jack Hebner took his napkin and scribbled a route that would take
him and friend Roger Crum on a journey
of a round of golf in 50 states in a 30-day
period. Granted, Cram thought Hebner
was out of his mind. But since beginning
their tour on June 1. the napkin.is well on
its way to becoming a reality as Hebner
and fellow golfing buddy Arlie Han&en,
from Bayview, Idaho have golfed in 14
states.
The two chose Miller Memorial Golf
Course as their stop in Kentucky and
scheduled their tee time for 6:30 this
morning, so they could hit the road and
head to Bartlett, Tenn., for a 3:30 p.m.
tee time at the Quail Ridge Golf Course.
Hebner, of Spokane. Wash., said the
two scheduled their tee times at all the
courses in advance and did some research
into courses in the 50 states.
"Of course we got on Golf Digest and
looked at some courses we could play,"
Hebner said. "We saw (Miller Golf
Course) was a place with a great reputation. You guys were second to none."
When hearing about the men's plans,
club's pro Willie Snodgrass was thrilled
to have Miller Golf Course chosen.
"This is great for our club because in
essence we are representing the entire

clear the Republican Party is
soliciting the funds."
Noe denied that the party will
be involved with the fund.
The ethics commission's
opinion allows state employees
to accept money from the fund
only if the donations come from
people or companies who don't
do business with the state. Noe
requested the opinion May 23.
Since mid-May, Attorney
General Greg Stumbo has been
investigating allegations that the
administration illegally hired
merit employees solely for political reasons. The allegations
began with a Transportation
Cabinet whistleblower.
Dozens of employees in
Fletcher's
office,
the
Transportation Cabinet and
Personnel Cabinet have been
served with search warrants
from investigators. Earlier this
week, the first eight officials and
one former state worker testified

See Page 8A

MSU instructor found innocent in animal cruelty case; daughter convicted
LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP) — A 30year-old woman was found guilty of
cruelly neglecting several horses and
dogs, but her mother was acquitted in
the case.
Jurors convicted Kathleen Nygaard
of all seven counts of second-degree
animal cruelty. Her mother, Nancy
Nygaard, 64, had faced the same
charges but was found innocent
Wednesday night. She is listed as an

KentuckyLottery
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Q

associate professor of nursing at
Murray State University in the 2004-05
university directory.
The jury recommended concurrent
sentences of 90 days in jail and the
maximum fine of $500 for five of the
counts. Sentencing will be next month.
Jerome Baker, who represented the
women, said he was not sure whether
Kathleen Nygaard will appeal.
Fayette County prosecutors declined

to comment. They said during the trial
that the mother and daughter cruelly
neglected to give food or water to several animals under their care at a farm
leased from Chuck and Shawn Deppen.
On Jan. 5, authorities found two
horses, a dog and a cat dead at the
Fayette County farm. Animal Control
also seized four horses and three dogs
who were severely malnourished and
dehydrated.

At the center of the trial was a rent
dispute between the Deppens and
Nygaards, who acknowledged in testimony Wednesday that they owed the
couple several months' rent for the 45acre farm.
The women said the Deppens
refused to let them on the land without
paying rent or signing a promissory
note. Kathleen Nygaard said that Chuck
Deppen agreed to care for the animals

until then.
Deppen vigorously denied both
claims.
Also Wednesday, Chuck Deppen
filed a lawsuit in Fayette County
Circuit Court against the Nygaards and
three other horse owners asking for
back rent and money he spent caring for
about two dozen horses, 17 of which
are still on the farm. .
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Three more arrested in missing teen case
ORANJESTAD, Aruba (AP) — Aruban
police arrested three more suspects in the
case of the missing
American honors student today, the attorney
general said.
Attorney
General
Caren Janssen said
police arrested the three
men that police had previously questioned and
released in the disappearance of 18-year-old
Holloway
Natalee Holloway, an
Alabama high school honors student.
She refused to identify the three, but
authorities previously have described them
as students — two Surinamese and a native

of the Netherlands — who told police they
dropped off Holloway at her hotel around 2
a.m. on May 30. Hotel employees, however,
say that security cameras did not record her
return.
Janssen said the three were arrested at 6
a.m. She refused to say whether they were
connected to the two men already being
detained in the disappearance, saying more
information would be released later
Thursday.
A judge on Wednesday ruled that there
was sufficient cause to keep holding two
former hotel security guards.
The decision means authorities may hold
Nick John, 30, and Abraham Jones, 28, for
nearly four months while prosecutors inves-

tigate possible murder and kidnapping
charges, defense attorneys said. Neither man
has been formally charged.
Holloway, of Mountain Brook, Ala., vanished May 30 while on a five-day trip with
124 classmates celebrating their high school
graduation on this Dutch Caribbean island.
Police and the FBI kept up their search
for Holloway but said a lack of any solid
leads was hindering progress. Local officials
have asked the FBI to bring in dogs trained
to search.
Police and volunteer land searches continued Wednesday with no results, while
water searches, also unsuccessful, had been
suspended "at this time," police spokesman
Edwin Comenencia said.

Ford pleads innocent, calls feds liars
By WOODY BAIRD
Associated Press Writer
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) —
Former state Sen. John Ford,
who resigned last month after
the FBI said he was taped taking
payoffs and threatening witnesses, pleaded not guilty to public
corruption charges Wednesday
and called government agents
liars.
-They're the ones who are
corrupt. They're the villains,"
Ford said after entering a plea to.
bribery and corruption charges
before a federal magistrate.
Ford, the brother of former
U.S. Rep. Harold Ford Sr. and
the uncle of current Memphis

Corrections
Due to a reporter's error, a
photo of summer camp activities on the front page of
Wednesday's paper was not
correctly identified. The photo
of children frolicking in the
mud was part of Calloway
County 4-H's "Down and Dirty
Week" activities and not those
of the Character Counts
Coalition Program.
Due to an Associated Press
error, a story regarding a Fulton
County official's resignation
incorrectly identified the county
clerk as the city clerk.
The Murray Ledger & limes
strives to ensure accurate and
fair reporting; however mistakes occasionally occur. It is
the Ledger's policy to correct
errors. To report a news mistake
or error, please call 753-1916.

congressman Harold Ford Jr.,
said he and several other
Tennessee lawmakers are victims of a corrupt undercover
sting by the FBI and federal
prosecutors.
"These are accusations that
have been brought on by people
in government who are corrupt
— people in government who
have lied about everything,"
Ford said. "They're the ones
who spent taxpayers' money
doing all this stuff."
Two others charged with taking payoffs to influence legislation for a fake company called
E-Cycle Management also were
in court Wednesday — Sen.
Kathryn Bowers, a fellow
Democrat, and Barry Myers, a
Memphis resident described as a
"bag man- in federal indictments.
Bowers and Myers also
pleaded innocent. A federal
magistrate set trial dates for July
5, though trials that soon are
unlikely. Bowers and Myers
could stand trial together, while
Ford would be tried separately.

WEATHER
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From Front
and let him take her car, a tiwodoor Saturn.
Dad said he has no worries
about whether the car can make
the entire trip, and he even
received specific instructions to
have the car serviced in
Memphis, something he already
has planned for today.
"My daughter is a better per-

ATTENTION
WEST KENTUCKY

Just Announced
All New 2005 Pontiacs, Buicks and
Cadillacs Are To Be Sold At
GM Employee Price!
Less Rebates Of Up To $5,000

son than I am," Hebner said.
"She takes better care of it than
I do mine. That's why she wanted me to take her car."
Besides losing a member
and having to travel in a ear.
the two could care less because
their real worry is about the
weather. Almost a third of the
way into the trip, Hebner and
Hansen have played in nothing
but sunshine up until their stop
In Sikeston, Mo.

Town Crier
NOTICE
•The Murray City Council
will meet at 6:30 p.m. today at
city hall. The agenda includes
the second reading of the
budget as well as the sewer
and water rate increase. The
public works committee will
meet at 5:20 p.m. and MurrayParks
Calloway
County
Director Brad Steele will discuss with council members
the master plan for the parks
at 5:30 p.m.
III The Murray Independent
Board of Education is scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. today in
the central office board room.
Items on the agenda include
approval of a comprehensive
district improvement plan and
budget revisions for the 20052006 school year.
• The Calloway County
Board of Education will meetin
Tuesday at 6 p.m. at the board
office. Agenda items include
recognition of retiring employees, information on the CCHS
construction project, and
propoed change in preschool
schedule for 2005-06 and
county Wrap-Around Child
Care4 and After School program.
•To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

*OVER 100 PRE-OWNED UNITS
READY FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
EltAstifled

Brandon

c.g)

Cadillac • Pontiac • Buick

PRE-OWNED SUPER CENTER
1300 N. 121 By-Pass • Murray •(270)753-5315 - WOW 455-5315
www.brandonautoworid.com

Jason Stallone

David Poynor

Patricia Jones

Slave Zee

Clwis Hayden

Murray Police Department
• The theft of services was reported at 2:06 p.m. Wednesday at
1616 Belmont Drive.
• An injury accident was reported on Ky. 280 at 3:12 p.m.
Wednesday.
Murray State University Police Department
• A fourth-degree assault is under investigation after a possible
assault was reported at 3:31 p.m. Wednesday at the Regional
Special Events Center.
• A MSU employee found three street signs on the north stairwell
at Hart College at 11:05 p.m. Wednesday. The items were placed
in lost and found at Public Safety.
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• A motorcycle was reported stolen at 7:10 p.m. Tuesday from a
White Oak Drive residence.
• Someone came into the department to report an assault that
occurred at a Martin Chapel Road location.
• A caller from Lancaster Road reported a female subjecting
returning to her residence and stealing shoes from a screened-in
front porch at 3:08 a.m. Wednesday. The same subject was
reported trying to get into the residence at 11:08 p.m. Tuesday
and was advised not to return to the property.
•An injury accident was reported at 3:10 p.m. Wednesday on Ky.
280 and Rockwood Road. EMS, Galloway County Fire-Rescue
and Murray Fire Department responded.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies.

USEC employee barred
after meth test is positive
PADUCAH, Ky.(AP) — An
employee at the Paducah
Gaseous Diffusion Plant tested
positive for methamphetamine
and has been barred from the
plant, a plant spokeswoman
said.
Tests were done . on 23
employees who work near an
area of the plant where a small
case containing drug paraphernalia and meth residue was
found last month. None of the
other employees tested positive
for the drug, communications
director Elizabeth Stuckle said.
Stuckle said disciplinary
action will be taken against the
employee, but she declined to be
more specific or name the
employee, citing personnel policy.
USEC, which has run the
plant since 1993, did not identi-

fy the area where the drug paraphernalia was found, but said it
was too far inside for it to have
been tossed over the fence from
the outside.
McCracken County Sheriff's
Capt. Jon Hayden, head of the
sheriffs drug unit, said traces of
drugs in a person's body are not
enough to bring charges.
Instead, a link would have to
be established between the kit
and the employee who tested
positive to make a case for possession of drug paraphernalia,
Hayden said.
"There are so many people
(1,270) who work out there, it's
possible the person that dropped
these items may not have tested
positive," Hayden said.
Stuckle said it is the first time
meth has been found at the factory.

•

NI Golfing ...

Tonight will be
partly cloudy.
HIGH:
Friday will have
a 50% chance of
i90 rain with highs in
the upper 80s.
Friday night will
be mostly cloudy
with lows in the
upper 60s.

LOW:

"My comment this morning nephew has just entered the
is I know that I have two people 2006 race for the U.S. Senate.
"Why did they make these
with me," Bowers said, "and
that's my attorney and the arrests the day after Harold Jr
announced for the U.S. Senate?"
Lord."
Ford, a senator for 31 years, Ford said. "Why did they make
resigned two days after he was these arrests ... when the government is disallowing almost
arrested May 26.
Also charged,are former Sen. 300,000 enrollees from the
Roscoe Dixon, Sen. Ward TennCare rolls?"
Congressman Ford, who has
Crutchfield and Rep. Chris
Love. Dixon and Crutchfield are said he knows little about his
Democrats. Newton is a uncle's legal troubles, contends
the Tennessee Waltz indictments
Republican.
The sting dubbed Tennessee will not hinder the Senate camWaltz was set up by the FBI, paign. The younger Ford has
federal prosecutors across the never been accused of legal
state and the Tennessee Bureau wrongdoing.
Harold Ford Sr., Tennessee's
of Investigation.
Ford told reporters after his first black member of Congress,
arraignment that the investiga- represented Memphis for 22
tion was aimed at bringing down years, six of those years while
lawmakers opposed to the under federal indictment.
He was, charged with bank
state's plan for reworking its
expanded Medicaid program 4 fraud in 4987 and acquitted at
called TennCare, which is the second of two trials in 1993.
financed mostly by the federal His trials stirred racial tensions
across Memphis, a predominantgovernment.
The indictments make no ly black city, with government
critics arguing he was the victim
mention of TennCare.
Ford also noted that his of overzealous prosecutors.

PoliceSheritflogs

While the threat of storms in
the midwest is great, the two
have a backup plan in case
severe weather hinders their
progress. "We have two built in
days for rain or if something
happens," Hebner said. "We
really don't mind playing in
rain, but a tornado might be a
little too much."
The weather has cooperated
so far, and so have the people
along the way, although Hebner
said one course in the southern
part of the country did not want
any part of the two's adventure.
Holiday Inn has even sponsored
the trip and has secured places
for the men to stay along the
way.
After playing rounds today
in Kentucky and Tennessee,
Hebner and Hansen will make
their way to Louisiana and
Mississippi tomorrow as they
head east. Upon hitting the east
coast, the men will travel up to
the northeast into New England
and then zig-zag their way
across the northern United
States to Montana.
Once Montana is complete,
Hebner and Hansen will take a
flight into Anchorage, Alaska
for a 4:30 am. tee tme, and
then it will be on to Hawaii for
the final round on the shores of

the Kona County Club on June
29.
The golfers will be hitting
two states a day for 19 days,
three states a day for two days
and one state for six days — 50
rounds and 900 holes of golf in
30 days if the two can make it.
While Hansen is a retired
machinist of 40 years, Hebner
still has a mediation and investment firm. He's said he's concerned what he's going to hear
on his answering machine when
he gets back to Spokane.
"These guys are retired, and,
of course, they wanted me to
take off from work," Hebner
said. "I probably have a bunch
of clients back home wondering
where the hell I am."
Playing at a brisk pace so
they can keep on schedule, the
two have not really thought
about what they will do when .
the tour is over. After 50 rounds
of golf and doing the bulk of
the driving, Hansen said he will
probably want to get some
sleep.
"We're going to have a pretty
good sense of accomplishment," Hansen said. "I don't
know what I'm going to do. I'm
probably going to go back to
sleeping in in the morning."

Freedom Fest event
guides available
Hot off the presses! The Freedom Fest event guides hay
arrived. This year the event guide features the first ever Hen
Bank Squealin' on the Square Barbecue Competition, Family
in the Park, 94.7 Double Q Red, White, and Blue Block P
Regions Bank Saturday Music Extravaganza, Froggy 103 M
Concert, Gospel Explosion and the Street Fair.
Information on all Freedom Fest events can be found in
event guide. which will be inserted in the Murray Ledger
limes on Friday.
-This 24 page event guide is jam packed with all the details
concerning Freedom Fest events, and is a great tool for families
to use in planning their festival activities," said Shannon Blalock,
Freedom Fest Director.
The event guides cart be found at the Murray Tourism
Commission, located at 805 North 12th Street, as well as various
businesses throughout Murray.
For more information about Freedom Fest, contact the
Freedom Fest Headquarters at 759-2100 or visit www.murraytourism.org.
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Daylily Farm
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Bush vague on closing Guantanamo

Mrs. Elizabeth Puckett

By JENNIFER LOVEN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) President Bush on Wednesday
left open the possibility that the
U.S.
prison
camp
at
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, could
be shut down.
"We're exploring all alternatives as to how best to do the
main objective, which is to protect America," Bush told Fox
News Channel's Neil Cavuto in
an interview.
Defense Secretary Donald H.
Rumsfeld said he did not know
of anyone in the administration
who was considering closing
Mrs. Gladys C. Wells
Guantanamo.
Mrs. Gladys C. Wells, 90, Pottertown Road, Murray, died
The military provides "a staWednesday, June 8, 2005, at noon at her home.
ble and secure and safe environA retired nurse, she. was a member of Liberty Cumberland ment," he told reporters travelPresbyterian Church.
ing with him in Norway.
Her husband, G.K. Wells, one brother, Raymond Hugh Clayton, "Information gained from
and two grandchildren, Donna Gayle Wells and Brian Wesley Lowe, detainees there has saved the
all preceded her in death. Born Aug. 18, 1914, in Buchanan, Tenn., lives of people from our country
she was the daughter of the late C.C. Clayton and Brondle and from other countries."
McCuiston Clayton.
The Pentagon disclosed last
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Mary Eva Lowe and husband, Randy, Murray; two sons, Danny K. Wells and wife, Patsy,
Scottsboro, Ala., and Don Wells and wife, Anna, Murray; one brother, Herbert Brent Clayton, Buchanan, Tenn..: seven grandchildren,
Terri Thweatt and husband, Terry, Brad Lowe and wife, Karly, and
Scott Lowe and wife, Shea, all of Murray, Danisha Jacobson and
By SAMEER N. YACOUB
husband, Kerry, New Market, Ala., Debbie Voce and husband,
Associated Press Writer
Charlie, Huntsville, Ala., and Nicole and Diana Jacobson, Arizona;
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) 10 great-grandchildren, Daniell Voce, Shaun Thweatt, Devin
Sunni Muslim Arabs will be
Jacobson, Alex Jacobson, Daisy Lowe, Carson Voce, Lily Lowe,
given up to 25 seats on the
Dorian Jacobson, Kaylee Reynolds and Mackenzie Jacobson.
committee
drafting Iraq's new
The funeral will be Saturday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of J.H.
constitution, President Jalal
Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Randy Lowe and Gary Vacca
Talabani said Thursday.
will officiate. Burial will follow in the Murray City Cemetery.
The announcement, made
funeral
home
from
5
to
8
p.m.
Friday.
Visitation will be at the
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Hospice of Murray- during a visit to Baghdad by
British Foreign Secretary Jack
Calloway County Hospital, 803 Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071.
Straw, was a victory for Iraq's
Sunni Arabs, who threatened to
1.C. Kemp
pull out of the political process
chapel
The funeral for J.C. Kemp will be Friday at 11 a.m. in the
of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Waid Copeland and the if they were not given a bigger
say on the committee.
Rev. Mark Earheart will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Jason Leet, Matthew Leet,
"We have decided to add
Cortland Kemp, Joe Kemp, Keith Covey and about 20 to 25 members from
Paul Butterworth. Burial will follow in the Sunnis in the committee, which
Goshen United Methodist Church Cemetery.
will draft the constitution with
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 full rights like other members
to 9 p.m. today (Thursday).
who were elected by the parliaExpressions of sympathy may be made to ment," Talabani said.
Hospice of Murray-Calloway County Hospital,
"This will be done very soon
803 Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071 or Goshen United Methodist and we are discussing to finalChurch, 4726 St. Rt. 121 North, Murray, KY 42071.
ize the making of this deciMr. Kemp, 91, St. Rt. 121 North, Murray, died Tuesday, June 7, sion," he added.
2005, at 7:45 p.m. at his home.
Talabani's call seemed to
An Army veteran of World War II, he was a retired farmer. He
meet demands made a day earwas a member of Goshen United Methodist Church.
His wife, Trucille Reeves Kemp,one son, James Lee Kemp, and lier by top Sunni leaders for 27
three brothers, Fred Kemp, Harlan Kemp and James Norvan Kemp, seats on a committee drafting
all preceded him in death. Born Jan. 29, 1914, in Calloway County, the new constitution.
Two Sunni Arab lawmakers
he was the son of the late Clint Kemp and Eula Dodds Kemp.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Martha Leet and husband, sit on a 55-member parliamenDon, Murray; and Ms. Katie Kemp, Murfreesboro, Tenn.; two sons, tary committee drafting the
Fred Kemp and 'wife,. Dawn, Murray, and Dan Kemp and wife, charter, but Sunni Arabs felt
Henrietta, Hopkinsville; one sister, Mrs. Agnes Watson and hus- this was too small a representaband, John B., Murray; special caregivers, Brenda Griffin and Ann tion.
Smith; eight grandchildren; three great-grandchildren; several
The Shiite-led government
nieces and nephews.
offered 13 extra places for
Sunni Arabs from outside the

Mrs. Elizabeth Puckett, 90, Walnut Street, Dexter, died
Wednesday, June 8, 2005, at 8 p.m. at her home.
Her husband, Maxie Puckett, and one brother, Harvey Copeland,
both preceded her in death. Burn Jan. 22, 1915, she was the daughter of the late Harvey Carlos Copeland and Katie Mizzen Copeland.
Survivors include four daughters, Mrs. Betty (Skip) Henderson,
Mrs. Kay Thorn, Mrs. Marion Brown and Mrs. Darlene Elkins and
husband, Homer, and four sons, Harvey Puckett and wife, Karen,
Ricky Puckett and wife, Kim, Sammy Puckett and wife, Nida, and
James Max Puckett, all of Dexter; one sister, Mrs. Katie Nell Duke,
Hopkinsville; 25 grandchildren; 42 great-grandchildren; nine greatgreat-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Saturday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of lmesMiller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. Elijah Balentine will officiate. Burial will follow in the Brooks Chapel Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 3 p.m. Friday.

week
that
about the al-Qaida terrorist network.
U.S. guards
or interrogaFormer President Carter said
tors
at
at a human rights conference
Guantanamo
Tuesday that closing the prison
would demonstrate the U.S.
kicked,
stepped on
commitment to human rights at
and splashed
a time when Washington's repuurine on the
tation has suffered because of
Quran. That
reports of prisoner abuses from
Guantanamo,
Iraq
and
followed a
Bush
Afghanistan.
report
in
Newsweek, later retracted, that
Amnesty International has
U.S. investigators had con- branded the facility the "the
firmed that a guard had deliber- gulag of our time," which Bush
ately flushed a prisoner's Quran dismissed again Wednesday.
"It's just absurd to equate
in a toilet. The White House
blamed that report for violent Gitmo and Guantanamo with a
Soviet gulag," he said. "Just not
protests in Muslim nations.
The prison holds about 540 even close."
Irene Khan,secretary-general
detainees. Some have been there
more than three years without of organization, said she was
being charged with any crime. interested in Bush's remark that
Most were captured on the bat- he is exploring all alternatives
tlefields of Afghanistan in 2001 on Guantanamo. She urged him
and 2002 and were sent to to close the prison, charge the
Guantanamo Bay in hope of detainees under U.S. law or
extracting useful intelligence release them.

"He should order full disclosure of U.S. policies and practices on detention and interrogation of prisoners and support an
independent investigation into
abuses," she said. "This would
reassert the basic principles of
justice, truth and freedom in
which Americans take so much
pride."
Bush said the Guantanamo
detainees are being treated in
accordance with international
standards and that any allegations of mistreatment are fully
investigated. He defended the
policy of holding enemy combatants.
"It's in our nation's interest
that we learn a lot about those
people that are still in detention,
because we're still trying to find
out how to better protect our
country," he said. "What we
don't want to do is let somebody
out that comes back and harms
us."

Sunni Arabs given 25 committee seats
di ...this is essential for the stability
and prosperity of Iraq
in future.
U.N. Special Envoy
Ashraf Qaudi
parliament to help the 55-member committee draw up the constitution. No voting rights were
offered to the 13, however, but
the committee said it would
make all decisions by consensus.

On Wednesday, however.
Iraq's largest Sunni Arab organizations, the Iraqi Islamic Part)
and the Sunni Endowment.
rejected the offer of 13, and
instead demanded 25 seats with
the same voting rights as the 55
lawmakers. The Sunni groups
threatened to boycott the political process if they didn't get
what they wanted.
Wael
lawmaker
Shiite
Abdul-Latif, a committee member, had said flatly the demand
for 25 -seats would not be
accepted. He also questioned
the groups' authority to represent all Sunni Arabs.
New U.N. special envoy to
Iraq, Ashraf Qadhi, said during
an earlier news conference with

Talabani that the constitution
was Iraq's "No. 1 priority."
"A number of steps have
been taken, including the establishment of the constitution
committee by the National
Assembly and discussions are
taking place among many
groups to ensure that all Iraqis
take part in the constitution
making, because this is essential for the stability and prosperity of Iraq in future," Qadhi
said Thursday.
Sunni Arab support is crucial
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set for the negotiations to restart,
and the South treated the development with skepticism.
Roh and Bush have deeply
divergent views on dealing with
North Korea.
While the United States
views the North as a rogue
regime at risk of proliferating
weapons of mass destruction,
the South is trying to coexist
peacefully with its communist
neighbor, said Peter Beck,
Seoul-based director of the
North Fast Asia Project for the
International Crisis Group.
"There are very serious
strains in the (U.S.-South
Korean) relationship," he said.
"The threat of divorce is realboth sides are increasingly asking questions that weren't being
asked a few years ago."

around the world," he said.
South Korean President Roh
to
Moo-hyun
traveled
Washington Thursday on a oneday whirlwind trip to meet
President Bush amid signs of
strain in the U.S.-South Korean
alliance over the nuclear standoff with North Korea.
Friday's meeting comes as
international disarmament have
floundered for nearly a year. The
North has stayed away, citing
"hostile" U.S. policies and
boasting it has nuclear weapons.
U.S. officials claimed this
week to have made progress in
talks with North Korean officials in New York and said
Pyongyang expressed its commitment to the arms talks, which
also include China, Japan and
Russia. However, no date was
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If you like to hear the Good Old Fashioned Gospel,
vou will enjoy this meeting. Brother Gough will give you
the Book, Chapter and Versefor everything preached.
Neither he nor we would want anything else!
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N. Korea boasts building new bombs SUBSCRIBE
SEOUL, South Korea (AP)
- North Korea boasted it was
building more nuclear bombs
ahead of the South Korean
lender's trip to Washington to
discuss deadlocked international
efforts to get the communist
state to disarm.
The North is widely believed
to have enough weapons-grade
plutonium for a half-dozen
nuclear bombs. Asked by ABC
News if the North was building
more, Vice Foreign Minister
Kim Gye Gwan said: "Yes."
"As for specifically how
many we have, that is a secret,"
he said.
Kim also implied the North
was able to mount nuclear warheads on its missiles. "Our scientists have the knowledge,
comparable to other scientists

for Iraq's Shiite- and Kurdishdominated government, particularly to approve the constitution. The draft charter will collapse if three of Iraq's four predominantly
Sunni
Arab
provinces vote against it in a
referendum later this year.
The constitution must be
drafted by mid-August and
approved two months later in a
Sunni
Arab
referendum.
approval is needed for the charter to take effect and new elections to be held in December.
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Bad News,
Bob Byrd
Here's good news to the
cause of good government.
West Virginia Sen. Robert
Byrd, styled by partisan
Democrats as the "conscience
of the Senate" and by those
who are less biased as the last
troglodyte in the body, could be
defeated in his bid for his
umpteenth
term in the
Senate.
He's up
for election
in 2006, and
the latest
polling in
West Virginia
indicates that
an attack of
Morris
sanity and
Advisory
judgment
may. at last. By Dick Morris
be hitting an •Syndicated
Columnist
electorate
that has routinely elected
the 87-year-old Byrd to the
Senate eight times with never
less than 59 percent of the vote.
A survey by RMS Strategies. a
West Virginia firm. shows Byrd
harel.v. ahead of Republican
Rep. Shelley Moore Capito, 4643 percent.
Byrd. v.ho still boats a 62-28
favorable-unfavorable ratio.
may have met his match and
master in Capin). who has a
stateside rating of 57-35.
While the West Virginia
electorate remains 56-32
Democrat over Republican, it is
also conservative as opposed to
liberal by 67-30.(The survey
likely includes moderates
among the 42 percent who style
themselves "somewhat conservative.")
Nevertheless, West Virginia
went for President Bush by 5643 in 2004 and 52-46 in 2000,,
and voters who back the GOP
nationally are getting less and
less forgiving of their
Democratic representatives and
senators in Congress.
As party-line voting increases in Washington and the wellpublicized partisan feuds animate the body, voters are getting the point that as ling as the
legislators vote a straight party
line, so should they.
According to The Wall Street
Journal's John Fund, the number of -turnover", districts —
"those voting for a House member of one party and a presidential candidate of the other" —
has shrunk from 110 in 1996 to
86 in 2000 to only 59 in 2004.
The Senate would realign
62-38 if every state elected senators from the same party as the

presidential candidate they supported, and nine Republicans
and 16 Democrats would be
defeated. But if we refine the
calculations further and eliminate the swing states, which
went narrowly for Bush or John
Kerry in 2004, we have three
Republicans from overwhelmingly Democratic states and II
Democrats from states Bush
carried handily.
The Republicans in deepblue states are Olympia Snowe
and Susan Collins of Maine,
which Kerry won by 54-45, and
Lincoln Chaffee of Rhode
Island, which Kerry won by 6039.
The Democrats who represent bright-red states are Mark
Pryor and Blanche Lincoln of
Arkansas(Bush carried it by
54-45), Evan Bayh of Indiana
(Bush 60-39), Mary Landrieu of
Louisiana (Bush 57-4.2), Max
Baucus of Montana(Bush 5939), Ben Nelson of Nebraska
(Bush 66-33), 2002's narrow
escapee Tim Johnson of South
Dakota(Bush 60-39), Kent
Conrad and Byron Dorgan of
North Dakota (Bush 60-36) and
Jay Rockefeller and Byrd of
West Virginia(Bush 56-43.)
These senators had better
start splitting their tickets and
stop toeing the party line if they
expect their voters to do likewise. The lesson of Tom
Daschle in South Dakota in
2004 should be written large
enough for all to see.
But Byrd needs beating for a
host of other reasons. His
defense of the filibuster was
natural, since it was he who
conducted a lonely 14-hour
attempt to kill the 1964 Civil
Rights Act by talking until he
almost dropped. He stays in
office by being a pork-barrel
machine who waxes eloquent,
at the same time, on the perils
of deficit spending.
If he is the Senate's conscience, the body is in deep
trouble.
You don't have to be a
Republican to like Capito,just
somebody interested in restoring a modicum of integrity,
intellectual and otherwise, to
the once-august United States
Senate.
(The RMS Strategies poll
was taken May 11-18 among
401 registered voters in West
Virginia by telephones at the
call center in Charleston. It has
a margin of error of plus or
minus 4.9 percentage points.)
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Dean's Darts
WASHINGTON (Al'
When Howard Dean opens tas
mouth. Democrats cringe —
and Republicans pounce.
His depictions of
Republicans as "pretty much a
white, Christian party," with
many who "never made an honest living," have prompted top
Democrats
to beseech
him to cool
his rhetoric.
They also
have questioned how
much more
the party
will take
Washington from its
volatile
Today
chairman.
By Tom Raum
Defenders
Associated
dismiss it-all
Press Writer
as just
Howard
Dean being
Howard Dean.
After all, remember the Dean
"scream" after the Iowa primary? His political courtship of
"the guys with Confederate
flags on their pickup trucks"?
His recent suggestion that
House Majority Leader Tom
DeLay return to Houston to
serve jail time?
Dean's enthusiasm — the
same he demonstrated in his
2004 presidential campaign —
is helping to energize the
party's core, his supporters say.
But critics suggested
Wednesday that Dean's darts
are threatening fundraising and
may be driving away the GOP
moderates and independents the
party needs to court as it
rebuilds from its 2004 defeats.
Dean's "white Christian"
remarks have drawn sharp criticism from Republicans and
Democrats alike.
"That's not the way you distinguish someone's politics,"
said Dick Harpootlian, former
South Carolina Democratic
chairman. "It forces us to distance ourselves from him."
GOP Party Chairman Ken
Mehlman joked that "a lot of
folks who attended my Bar
Mitzvah would be surprised" he
heads a Christian party.
Leading Democrats, including some with their eye on the
2008 Democratic presidential
nomination. are increasingly
vocal in their criticism of the
former Vermont governor's
choice of words — while praising him as a party organizer.
Sen. Joseph Biden of
Delaware and 2004 Democratic

discipline many in the party
vice presidential nominee John
Edwards said Dean didn't speak wish he had."
His remarks, together with
for them. New Mexico Gov,
caustic comments about
Bill Richardson, in New
President Bush by Senate
Hampshire on Wednesday;
Minority Leader Harry Reid, Dcalled Dean's comments "illNev., are souring Americans on
advised."
politicians and "getting in the
House Minority Leader
way of what the Democrats are
Nancy Pelosi, D-Calif., told
trying to do," Thurber said.
reporters she disagreed with
Dean told a political forum
Dean's line on Republicans,
Monday that Republicans are
saying,"I don't think (it) was a
"not very friendly to different
helpful statement."
kinds of people, they are a pretWhen such high-profile
ty monolithic party ... it's pretty
Democrats make such commuch a white, Christian party."
ments publicly, "that to me is a
Last week, he told liberal
pretty clear message that the
File photo
activists,"A lot of them
party leadership would like a
to $8.4 million.
(Republicans) have never made
change in focus from the party
However, Dean's team is
lives."
their
in
living
honest
an
chairman," said Democratic
on the benefits of an
drawing
He later said he was talking
consultant Doug Schoen, who
improved
database of donors
mostly about GOP leaders.
did polling for President
put together.
McAuliffe
The torrent of criticism from
Clinton.
job doesn't
Dean's
While
"I think it's a question of pri- Republicans, and some
seem to be in any immediate
Democrats,just shows that
orities," Schoen said.
jeopardy, Republicans have
Dean "is held to different stanDean said Wednesday that
been having a field day with his
leaders
party
other
dards"
than
were
him
on
Republican attacks
verbal grenades.
because of his high public prointended to divert attention
"Last week's scandal was
personality
and
file
well-known
from the country's problems
Throat. This week's scanDeep
and make him the issue instead. traits, said Kathleen Sullivan.
Dean's throat and
was
dal
New Hampshire Democratic
He refused to back down from
Dean likes the taste
apparently
Party chief.
his remarks on Republicans,
foot," said Ron
own
his
of
"Howard's been raising
saying the GOP "unfortunately,
Bonjean, a spokesman for
money, energizing the troops,
by and large" was as he
House Speaker Dennis Hastert,
organizing the party. Is he pasdescribed it.
I'd
But
rather
Yes.
sionate?
agenda
the
have
"And they
Said former Democratic
have someone who is blunt and
of the conservative Christians,"
Committee Chairman
National
said.
Sullivan
passionate,"
Dean told NBC's "Today"
Fowler:
"If Republicans
Don
Despite concerns of some
show, ignoring the fact that
Howard Dean
what
at
mad
get
much of the recent criticism has Democrats that Dean doesn't
says, that's probably a pretty
have the polished fundraising
come from fellow Democrats.
good sign."
skills of his predecessor, Terry
not Republicans.
McAuliffe, Dean outraised
Dean is "the loose canon on
Tom Raum has covered
McAuliffe in the first three
the deck of the Democratic
for The Associated
Washington
2005
of
with
compared
an
months
Thurber,
James
Party," said
1973, including five
since
Press
the first quarter of 2003, the last
American University political
presidencies.
the
off-election
$13.8
million
year:
scientist. "He doesn't have

Upward
Bound
awarded
funding
Murray State's Upward
Bound Program has been
awarded funding for the
2005-06 program year in the
amount of $422,503. Funding
for this 2003-06 grant cycle
has amounted to $1,267,500.
Continuation of funding is
based upon meeting perform
ance objectives.
Upward Bound began on
the Murray State campus in
1966 and is the oldest of the
of
Department
U.S.
Education's TRIO programs.
Murray State played a significant leadershipple in sponsoring this pilot project that
specifically targets underrepresented high school students
for college enrollment.
Upward Bound is a 12month enrichment experience. The summer program
gives students first-hand
experience living on campus
and has been a highly successful college preparation
component with first generation college freshman. For
the 2005 graduating class,
95% are enrolled for the fall
semester at post-secondary
institutions.
According to Program
Director Myra Yates, 90 participants from 16 area high
schools receive services such
as ACT preparation, tutoring,
college and career advising,
mentoring and work study
opportunities throughout the
year. Participants come to
campus for Saturday College
during the academic year. At
these meetings, workshops
are presented on financial
aid, scholarship applications,
career exploration, study
abroad opportunities, time
and money management, values and goal setting, and
communication skills.
Forty-nine participants
moved into Hester College
on June 5, for the summer
program. During their five
weeks on campus, undergraduate participants attend
classes that will prepare them
for the upcoming fall semester. On June 26, an additional
12 freshman participants will
join other participants for a
week-long college experience.
Juniors and seniors who
meet Murray State enrollment requirements will be
awarded 10 hours college
credit by the time they graduate from high school. In addition, seniors are involved in
work-study employment and
mentor opportunities with
faculty and staff on campus.
The sixth week of the
Upward Bound college experience includes a cultural and
historic trip to Atlanta, Ga.
While in Atlanta, participants
will visit a college, the
Martin Luther King, Jr.
National Historic site, the
High Museum of Art, the
CNN complex, and see the
Stone
at
show
laser
Mountain. Upward Bound
pays all expenses. The trip is
a reward for diligent work in
the classroom and good conduct while on campus.
All services of Upward
Bound are free of charge.
However, participants must
meet economic guidelines
and neither parent possesses
a four-year degree. For more
information contact the
Upward Bound office on
Murray State's campus at
(270)762-4328, or send an email to myra.yates@murraystate.edu.
The currently proposed
federal budget completely
cuts funding for the program
after the 2005-06 year.
Upward Bound has had a
long running and successful
program on Murray State's
campus with 50 percent of
Upward Bound participants
graduating from postsecondary education.
Yates,
to
According
Upward Bound is a program
of access to higher education.
"All program services and
activities are focused on an
underrepresented group who
do not have the resources to
enter college." she said.
"Upward Bound gives them
hope and the confidence that
they can succeed in a college
environment."
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State school board plan would tweak assessments
state Education Commissioner Gene soliciting those bids by August and have would be facing a total of more than
By JOE BIESK
Wilhoit said. "We'll have a better sys- responses back in January. Any changes seven hours in testing. They would face a
Associated Press Writer
to CATS would not apply until the 2007- total of 135 multiple-choice questions, 13
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — tem."
essays and one on-demand question
school year.
08
offieducation
year,
a
state
about
For
Kentucky's statewide education assessStudent-writing portfolios — which under the proposal.
ments would maintain pupils' writing cials have been discussing possible
"I think we've got too heavy a load on
portfolios and likely provide a method for changes to Kentucky's student assess- were introduced in Kentucky in 1992 to
fifth grade, and I'd like to see some
the
a
have
—
been
writing
student
the
—
improve
CATS
as
known
program,
tracking student development under a ment
proposal the Kentucky Board of Commonwealth Accountability Testing source of debate among those who ques- relief on that," Webb said.
Board Chairman Keith Travis said the
System. Kentucky's current testing con- tion their effectiveness. However, writing
Education approved Wednesday.
Hoping to improve the state's youth in tract is set to expire, and the state is portfolios will remain in the system under proposal was "still a work in progress."
As bids on Kentucky's testing system
grammar and punctuation, the assessment preparing to solicit bids for a new vendor. the proposal.
in, the board could reconsider,
trickle
students
that
something
is
"Writing
by
board
the
approved
proposal
The
in
tests would also measure pupils' ability
language mechanics in third, sixth and on Wednesday still must be written out in need to focus on every year that they're Travis said. Specifically, the board woujd
have to decide — based on the received
ninth grades. Student-writing portfolios a "request for proposal," which is part of in school," Mountjoy said.
bids — what the state can afford and
he
said
Webb
David
member
Board
process.
bidding
public
state's
the
would be assessed in grades four, seven
Vendors would then be able to offer bids. thought the new system would put an what is best included in the testing sysand 12.
Education officials hope to begin excessive demand on fifth-graders, who tem, he said.
"We'll have not only a better test,"
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88 80 lbs.
2
$
Concrete Mix
'Meets and exceeds ASTM
C387 N10385

30-Year
Oakridge Laminate Shingle
•Tough, laminated construction
"Enhances curb appeal
Colors and sionsms terry very by market.
IrssisitIon 000 tivollebto.

now
$1997

was s2997
Professional 30' 16/3
TH-Tap Retractable
Reel
#203376

"Repairs everything
you need for a total
overhaul of your tank's
components #222377

get 15°r'off
when you puralase
Ce Co Mors

48°

22-1/2 Cu. In. New
Work Electrical Box
"Blue "Single gang
#39499

For the Lowe's nearest you, call
1-800-993-4416 or visit us online at Lowes.com
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COMMUNITY
Burkeen
awarded
TVA Power
Distributors
Scholarship

Top Spellers From Murray Elementary

Gospel Jamboree will be
Saturday at Weaks Center
Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Center will host a Gospel Jamboree
on Saturday from 6:30 to 10 p.m. at the
Weaks Community Center, 607 Poplar St.,
Murray.
Five gospel groups from the area will
be featured. They are For Heaven's Sake,
Gospel Three, The Messengers, The Peace-j
makers, and Ronnie and Crystal Fields.
Tickets are $8 in advance and can be
Jo's
purchased at the Senior Citizens Center.
Datebook Tickets at the door will be $10.
All proceeds will benefit the Senior CitBy Jo Burkeen
izens Center. For more information call
Community
Teri Cobb at 753-0929.
Editor

KNOXVILLE, Tenn
Justin Burkeen of Calloway
County High School has been
awarded a $4,000 college scholarship from TVA and Murray
Electric System through the
TVA Power Distributors Scholarship Program.
One of 25 scholarship winners chosen from 107 applicants, Burkeen has a 3.57 grade
point average and plans to
attend Murray State University.
He is the son of Jason Burkeen who is an employee of
Murray Electric System.
TVA and distributors of TV
A power created the scholarship program in 1995 for the
children of distributor's employees to encourage students to
excel and to recognize the
strength of the partnerships
between TVA and distributors
of TVA power.
The program has provided
$632,000 in scholarships to 175
graduating high school seniors
over the past 10 years. Scholarship recipients are selected
by a panel of college professors from across the Tennessee
Valley.
TVA is the nation's largest
public power provider and is
completely self-financed. TVA
provides power to large industries and 158 power distributors that serve 8.5 million consumers in seven southeastern
states.

Coldwater 40's Reunion Saturday
Photo provided

The top five spellers from each P3 classroom at Murray Elementary School met on
the deck and had a spelling bee the day before school ended. Teachers had to look
for harder words for the last children left standing. Nathaniel Smith, P3 studeht in
Robin Brown's room, was the top speller. Pictured are the top five P3 spellers (left
to right) Sarah Whitney, Tianna Smith, Logan Butler, Nathaniel Smith and Phoebe
Zimmerer.

4-H Rock Hunt held in LBL

Coldwater 40's Reunion will be Saturday at 4:30 p.m. at
Holmes Family Restaurant on Kentucky Highway 121 North.
Murray. Everyone is invited to come and bring pictures and
any memorabilia of the Coldwater days to this special annual event. Joe Pat James will be the master of ceremonies. The
group will eat at 5 p.m. and will order from the menu.

Golden Pond Reunion Saturday
The annual Golden Pond Area Schools Reunion will be
Saturday at the Fenton Airport Pavilion in the Land Between
the Lakes. A potluck picnic will be spread about noon. Former faculty members and students of all area schools are
invited. For information call Wendell Wallace of Cadiz at I270-522-6721.

Girl Scout Unit plans event
Murray Girl Scout Service Unit will hold a Banana Split
Open House on Monday at 6:30 p.m. at the Girl Scout cabin
on Sharpe Street. Financial reports and Early Bird packets
will be distributed and camp information will be announced.
Those planning to attend are asked to RSVP to Cheryl Hicks
at 753-6016 by Saturday.

Higher Praise plans promotion
Higher Praise Worship Center will have a car wash at
Advance Auto Parks Saturday beginning at 10:30 a.m. For
information call 753-1991.

MHS Class of 2008 plans event
Murray High School Class of 2008 will have a car wash
at Pizza Hut on Saturday from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

WOW Camp plans open house

SUBSCRIBE
Photo provided

A

Fourteen 4-H Club members and 11 adults participated in a 4-H Rock Hunt in the
Land Between the Lakes. Pictured are Joel Ferguson, Jordan Barnett, Katie Saylor,
James Salyor, Jake Zimmerer, Jared Benningfield, Erik Mikutolk, Debby Ferguson,
Dr. Durwood Beatty, Megan Barnett, Liz Barnett, Jeannie Saylor, Dylan Fry, Tristian
Cole, Kris Cole, Joe Saylor, Wayne Benningfield, Mr. Zimmerer, Joe Wilson and Lone
Wilson.
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Je.si Hargrove & t_hris Ham

Tnsta Hawk & Andrew Dykes
Kimberly Thompson &
Justin Rogers
Misty Mason & Cody Evans
Adhanne Huffine & Dushn Rogers
Lane Dennison &
David Richardson
Nicole Eichmann & Jeff Bogard
Tina Preston & Shane Phillips
Andrea Hermann & Ronnie Seets
Jeanne Maddox & Matt Bumette
Shauna Nance & Ray Watson
Christine Hinkebein &
Richard Thornton
Shawna Nance Az Ray Watson
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"The Store For The Ultimate Gift"
270-767-0007
100 Main St. • Mon.-Sat. 10-5:30

State director speaker for CCRTA
Dr. Bob Wagoner, executive versity retirees will provide a
director of Kentucky Retired light lunch.
Teachers Association, spoke at
the last meeting ef the Calloway County Retired Teachers Association.
Wagoner discussed the history. membership, 2005 legislative session and the volunteer and economic impact.
He was introduced by Dr.
Sally DuFord. president of
CCRTA.
The CCRTA will meet Monday at 11:30 a.m. at the West
Kentucky Exposition Center,
College Farm Road. Members
are asked to note the change
in date.
Bobbie Weatherly will present the program. Officers for
2005-06 will be installed and
dues for the new year will be
collected. Murray State Uni-

Dr. DuFord urges all eligible retirees to attend.

Woodmen of the World Youth and Family Event Camp.
Open House will be Saturday from noon to 5 p.m. at Camp
WOW, Hwy. 641 North, Murray. Food, swimming. camp tours
and free camp physicals will be available. For more information call :Shelia -X. Crouse at 753-4741, or Nancy Buchananat 767-0077.

promotion Saturday

MDA
Muscular Dystrophy Association promotion will be Saturday at 7 a.m. at Cut A Bug Beauty Salon, Highway 121
Bypass. For information calll 762-0098.

Cleaver reunion Saturday
The Cleaver family reunion will be Saturday in the lower
level area of University Church of Christ. For more information call Datha McCallon at 489-2403.

Scott reunion will be Sunday
The annual Scott reunion will be Sunday at the Weaks
Community Center. This is for all descendants of the late
Alvin and Bill Scott. A potluck lunch will be served at 1
p.m. For information call 753-9907 or 753-7415.

Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding moms.
will meet Friday at 10:30 a.m. at Calloway Public Library.
Featured will be refreshments and door prizes. Pregnant moms.
dads and older children are welcome. For more information
call Kim Jastremswki, CLEC, at 759-4746.

Glory Bound will be tonight
Dr. Bob Wagoner (right) was speaker at a meeting of
Calloway County Retired Teachers Association. Dr. Sally
DuFord, CCRTA president,(left) introduced Wagoner.

YOUR DREAMS

"INVITED TO ATTEND OUR

VBS 2005

West Kentucky Community
Technical Colleg8

at the

COLDWATER CHURCH
OF CHRIST

Nursing Education Mobility
Pathway Program allows
qualified individuals
to reach their nursing
career goals.

8467 State Route 121 N., Murray, KY
(Located about 8 miles west of Murray)

JUNE 11 2005

.
ttrslag Assistant
Licensed Practical Riming
Registered Nursing
Call or visit us online!

Two groups. Grandpa's Legacy and Hallelujah Singers, will
be featured at Glory Bound Entertainment tonight from 7 to
9 p.m. at the Weaks Community Center. This weekly event
is sponsored by Goshen United Methodist Church. The public is invited and there is no charge. Items for Need Line will
be taken. For more information call Joe Lawrence at 7535643, Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Jill Alton at 753-1592.

Lodge meeting tonight
Woodmen of the World Lodge 592 will meet tonight at 6
p.m. at Ryan's Steak House, Murray. All members are urged
to attend.

Fair Board accepting entries

THEME: ALL THINGS BRIGHT AND BEAUTIFUL

(210)534-3418
http://nursing.westkentucky.kctcs.edu
wKCTC is an equal cm:arum), employe( and educillonsi
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LESSON TITLES
1. The Heavens Teach God's Design
2. The Earth Teaches Stewardship
3. The Ocean Teaches Obedience
4. The Animals Teaches God's
Aoyidence
5. The Human Body Teaches Unity
Como and join us for a dcry of FUN, FOOD
and LEARNING ABOUT GOD'S WORD

care Specialties
70t4r full-service

primary eyecare

• Diagnosis & Treatment
of Eye Disease & Iniuries
• Budget & Designer Eyewear

•Contacts For Astigmatism & Bifocals
• Most Insurance Accepted

.Koala M. Adams
12th St.• 759-2500
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Calloway County Fair Board is now accepting entries for
the 2005 Fair Pageant to be held June 13 at the Murray State
University Curris Center Theatre. Six categories will include
infants through 22 years of age. The queen will reign over
the Calloway County Fair scheduled June 14-18 at the fairgrounds on Ky. Highway 121 North, Murray. Information and
entry forms may be viewed at mccfair.com or telephone 4374462 or 293-8601.

TIME: 9 a.m.-3 p.m. LUNCH SERVED 12-1 p.m
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A free movie will be shown each Friday from 8 to 10 p.m..
in June and July at the Murray-Calloway County Park Amphitheater. This will be hosted by Harvest Land Ministeries International with Michael Richardson, pastor. For information call
759-5107.
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Milversories
Puzzle the kitten is
becoming part of family
Puzzle the kitten is doing
well. She chases her tail,
stalks my slippers (especially
if my feet
are in
them), and
will struggle to the
death with
bits of
paper (the
crinklier,
the better.)
She doesn't
Minding My get it all
Own
her way,
Business of course.
By Ben Graves
Last
Calloway
week I
County Public came home
Library Director to find her
going the
distance with a rolled up
pair of socks that I had left
lying on the bed. She was
just about holding her own,
when the socks suddenly
tripped her up and rolled her
off the bed. She landed on
a pile of jeans (Pm a poor
housekeeper, but I mean
well.) Anyway, she dug herself out and stared hard at
the socks before she decided
to let"em off this time with
just a warning.
In their spare time, the
cats louse up my computer.
They dance on the key
board, climb on me while I
type, and generally get in
the way. Do they shed?
These cats should be bald,
the way they shed! Worse,
cat hairs are short and stiff
and slip right under a computer mouse. They wedge
the ball, the ball slides
instead of rolling, and useful
computing grinds to a jerky
stop. Then it's clear the
ball, clean the mouse pad,
and try again.
Of course, cleaning up cat
hair is like cleaning up
nuclear waste. It's hard to

get it all and you don 't
know what to do with it
when you've got it.
Long ago and far away, I
gave a long-haired calico a
good spring brushing and
wound up with a ball of cat
underfur the size of a baseball. While standing right
next to a perfectly good
trash can, I did not throw
the hair ball away while I
had the chance. No, no.
Young Einstein here had a
brainwave: ""1"11 flush it.""
Underfur keeps cats warm
and dry when it's cold and
wet. It repels water and
holds open lots of air pockets. It's heavier than air,
but not by much. A ball
the size my fist just doesn't
weigh anything at all. And
when you hit the flush handle, it just floats round and
round. Not only did it not
go down; this stuff wasn't
even getting wet.
It got old around the third
flush, so I grabbed the toilet
brush. Standing there, right
next to a perfectly good
trash can, I did not lift out
the still buoyant hairball and
discard it.
Nope, I smacked that
sucker with the brush, drove
it under the water and shook
it for all I was worth.
Aha! Success! I had single-handedly converted a ball
of dry underfur into a soaking wet, evil wad of cat felt,
which promptly seized the
toilet brush and refused to
let go.
An uneasy feeling crept
upon me that this situation
was not developing in a positive way. I looked around,
saw the trashcan and tossed
the brush, wet fur and all.
Then I decided to let' em off
this time with just a warning.

Veterans to have special
tribute at Glory Days
MAYFIELD, Ky. — For the
3rd year in a row, the Glory
Days evening festivities at the
Mayfield High School Track
will feature a special luminary
tribute to veterans, both in honor
and in memory.
"This has always been a
special part of our evening,
and this year, Barbara Fairchild
will be helping us with the
project," commented Arthur
Byrn, Mayor.
A luminary in memory or
in honor of a Veteran can be
purchased by sending $2.00 to:
Veterans Memorial, C/0 211
East Broadway, Mayfield, KY

42066. Checks should be made
to Mayfield Tourism, and information should include veteran's name, branch of service,
years of service (1942-1945).
Proceeds from this year's
luminary service will go to
incorporate the names of the
soldiers from Graves County
who were killed in WW2 into
the WW2 memorial at Harmon
Park.
If you are a family member of a Graves Countian killed
in WW2, please contact Teresa Cantrell at 251-6251. Information is being gathered for
the addition to the memorial.
••
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Our Registered
• Bridal Couples:
•
•
Cristina Garcia
& Peter O'Rourke
•
Whitney Morris
•
•
& Mike Cooper
Julia Wilson
•
& Mitch Ryan
Lane Dennison
• & David Richardson
Joni Flegle
& Jared Gibson
•
Laura DeBerry
• & Chad Thornsbrough
Danielle Belt
& James Lane
•
Brandi Wilson
dr Steve Wilson
•
Amber Alexander
•
•
& Will Ryan
•
Mist rErnstberger
& acy Dunn
•
Emma Shaw
& Steve Morrison
•
•
Erin Grogan
•
& Justin Lewis
•
•
Jessica Lemons
•
& Ross Molle
•
Rebecca Medlock
•
& Chad Carver
•
•
Sarah Johnson
& Jameson Wade
Beth Driver
•
•
& Brandon Ladd
Jessie Radke
•
& Jeff Leddy
•
Kelly Harris
• & Matthew Oakley
•
Trish Spengler
•
EVeristade
& Eric
Donna K. Poston
•
& Stuart Poston
Laura Nixon
Efendorfer •
• & Thomas
Maggie Snyder
& Joe Laird
•
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Birth
Announcement
Christopher
Joseph
Ghigliotty
Edwin Ghigliotty and Andrea
Castellucci of Murray are the
parents of a son, Christopher
Joseph Ghigliotty, born on Monday. May 16, 2005, at 10:58
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 7 pounds
12 ounces and measured 20
inches.
Grandparents are Pauline and
Joseph Castellucci of Wellington, Fla., and Eva and Edwin
Ghigliotty.

•

WESTERN KENTUCKY LOCATION
•Free In-Home Estimates
*Financing Available
•Window Blinds
*Professional Installation
.100% Satisfaction Guarantee
•All Major Brands of Ceramic.
Carpet, Vinyl, Hardwood,
Laminate and Commercial
Flooring

•
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and Rubene Roberts and Mrs. Roberts is
the daughter of Robbie Bucy and the late
John Bucy.
They are the parents of Lori Chadwick and Penny Perkins, both of Murray.
Their three grandchildren are Michael Chadwick, Elizabeth Chadwick and Makenna
Perkins.

Our rates will bring

you a nice return.
But it's our people

who will
bring you back.
%*
0PY
.
Pr 4

3.50
7-month Personal or Business CD

13-month Personal or Business CO

When you start banking with BB&T, you'll enjoy the special, one-on-one approach to service
that our customers have come to expect. And now, some great rates on savings, too. With
a minimum deposit of $10,000, get a great rate on a new personal or business 7- or 13month CD.These offers are for a limited time, but rest assured, the way we treat you isn't.

To lock into this limited-time offer, stop by your local
branch today or visit BBandIcom.

BlISLT
BRANCH BANKING &TRUST
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Mr. Meador is the son of Florence
Meador and the late Joe Meador and Mrs.
Meador is the daughter of the late Wavel
and Hattie Osborne.
They are the parents of Lisa Wurth of
Franklin. Tenn., and Robyn Ridgley of
Lexington. Their three grandchildren are
Taylor Wurth, Ethan Ridgley and Emma
Grace Ridgley.
Mr. Roberts is the son of the late Onis

•

CALL CONNIE PACE FOR YOUR
FREE IN HOME ESTIMATE!

t'f",f11f C

Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Meador and Mr.
and Mrs. George Roberts will celebrate
their 40th wedding anniversaries on June
10, 2005.
Mr. Meador and the former Loretta
Osborne and Mr. Roberts and the former
Brenda Bucy were married in a double
ring ceremony at New Mt. Carmel Baptist Church by the Rev. Gerald Owens
on June 10, 1965.

•

•

•

fl

Mr. and Mrs. Roberts

Mr. and Mrs. Meador

•

University Square • 12th St.
1270) 759-2100
Masidsty-Friday 10-5,
Saturday 10-2
•

•
•

•

BBandTcom C2005 BB&T Member FDIC *.4nnua1 Percentage Yield. Penalty .for early withdrawal could ndure earnings
or principal. Offer extended to new customers and existing customers for new money only in Kentucky BB&T locations
Rates as of 5/16/05 are subject to change. Offer stay be withdrawn at any time without notify.
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Gov. denies funding Personnel Board Parham attends
Forgy threatens suit to halt AG's
leadership summit
investigation of him
ful.
"But we would be glad, and
they've been notified of that,
that we would advance that
money to them. Then when the
General Assembly comes in, I
feel confident that they woulcl
make up that $100,000."
Fletcher spokeswoman Carla
Blanton said the governor's
hands are tied. She said a recent
ruling by the state Supreme
Court restricts Fletcher's authority to spend money without legislative approval, unless the constitution specifically states otherwise, or an emergency can be
declared.
Others have questioned the
seeming contradiction.
"It seems to me that if the
Fletcher administration has done
nothing wrong here, it would do
everything possible to support a
full and independent investigation rather than cripple it," said
Charles Wells. executive director of the Kentucky Association
of State Employees.
-The message this sends to
state employees is that the
administration can stop, or at
least weaken, any investigation
by the Personnel Board simply
by not funding it," Wells said.
"It's certainly a good reason for
the attorney general to be taking
the lead."
The flap over politics in personnel decisions arose in May
when a veteran Transportation
Cabinet employee approached
the board and Stumbo's office.

Doug Doerting provided copies
of documents and e-mails that
appeared to show political influence in hiring, firing. retirement
and other personnel decisions,
which the Merit System law
says should be based on qualifications alone.
This week, a special grand
jury was assembled to go over
the mounds of documents and
computer records already seized
by Stumbo's investigators.
Fletcher, a Republican, has
criticized Stumbo. a Democrat,
for taking up the case and
accused him of using it to further his own political career.
Fletcher and others in his admin-

istration have argued that the
Personnel Board, not the attorney general, should lead the
inquiry.
The board is responsible for
enforcing the merit law that protects rank-and-tile state employees, and it can order state agencies to reverse hiring and firing
decisions if it determines political influence played a role.
"I think the Personnel Board
is very capable, very appropriate. and led well by individuals
who will be objective," Fletcher
said at a May 20 news conference.
That same day, the board
voted to start its own inquiry and

and individuals who "do not do
business with. are not regulated
by. and are not seeking to influence the actions of the individual state agencies for which each
employee works."
The fund also will turn away
money from political party
organizations. Noe said.
It will be up to the corporation's officers to regulate the eligibility of givers. And the
decided
haven't
founders
whether to disclose names of
contributors. Noe said.

He said he expects the fund
to receive enough donations,
even though it can't tap companies and executives who have or
are seeking state contracts.
When asked who might be
inclined to open their wallets.
Noe said, "You might be surprised."
Richard Beliles, state chairman of the campaign-finance
watchdog group Common
Cause, said he's concerned that
some state employees might feel
pressure to give to the fund.

"Is this going to be a new
way to work one's way up in
state government?" he asked.
Democratic Party Chairman
Jerry Lundergan criticized the
fund as "a shell operation to pay
legal bills- of Fletcher loyalists.
-There's no past history of
anyone in government who has
gotten into trouble getting
helped out by a special slush
fund with money being raised by
friends of the Republican Party."
he said.

Doris Clark Parham, director of the Adventures in Math and
Science program at Murray State University, recently attended
the Business and Professional Women's
Leadership Summit in Washington, D.C. The
two-day conference provided a forum for
more than 350 participants from 41 states to
discuss a range of policy issues with members of the United States Congress and the
Bush administration. The conference participants were nominated to attend by their
member of Congress.
"It is important that our nation's women
leaders and our federal officials exchange
Parham
ideas about the most pressing issues affecting
our families, communities and nation. Our goal is to continue
expanding the leadership roles for women in the democratic
process," said U.S. Sen. Kay Bailey Hutc 'son (Texas), chair of
the summit.
Harriet Miers, counsel to President Grge W. Bush,joined
Hutchison in welcoming the delegates. Issu discussed incloded
health care, education and economics. In additi n, U.S. Secretary
of Education Margaret Spellings, gave the keynote address.
Secretary of Labor Elaine Chao, Secretary of the Interior Gale
Norton, former U.S. Surgeon General Dr. Antonia Novello, and
several U.S. senators also attended the summit.

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Former Republican gubernatorial candidate Larry Forgy said Thursday he will sue Attorney
General Greg Stumbo to halt any investigation of him in the
ongoing probe of political influence in state personnel decisions.
A letter from Forgy that recommends an individual for promotion in a state job was included in the ream of documents
turned over to the attorney general by a Transportation
Cabinet whistleblower.
"I want the federal courts to protect me and my First
Amendment nghts," Forgy said in a telephone interview.
Forgy said he planned to file the suit in U.S. District Court
in Frankfort on Thursday morning. The form of the lawsuit and
the relief it seeks was unclear.
Forgy, a lawyer, said that as a private citizen he can ask his
government for just about anything and is offended that he
might become part of an investigation.
"I'm irate," Forgy said.
Forgy lost the 1995 gubernatorial race to Democrat Paul
Patton.

Willis elected president
of MSU Staff Congress

•Bills ...
From Front
a special grand jury. Most
hrought attorneys with them.
said some of the younger
aides and least-senior staffers
unglii need the most help to
,ovcr their bills.
-We thought it might he henhelp these young folks
al
Lt
one else who needs
along or
assistance.- he said.
the ethics commission's
27 opinion permits contriHtion.
from companies
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Immigration has become a
olatile issue .in Congress and
border states, as well as in
Georgia and other places where
there has been a surge in new
arriv al s. Critics say lax enforcement of immigration laws has
alms'.ed millions of people to
enter the C.S. illegally, take jobs
from legal residents and drain
social services.
The Hispanic growth rate tor
the 12 months starting July 2003
was 3.6 percent compared with
the overall population growth of
I percent.
The growth rate w as 3.4 percent for Asians, 1.7 percent for
nati e Hawaiians and other
Pacific Islanders, 1.3 percent for
blacks. 1 percent for American
Indians and Alaska natives. and
0.8 percent for whites.
That meant that at the beginning of July last year. the population was an estimated 294 million w ith the following racial
and ethnic breakdown: 240 million whites, 39.2 million blacks.
14 million Asians. 4.4 million
nati‘e Indians and Alaskans. and
980.(X/0 native Hawaiians and
other islanders.
The numbers for all races and
ethnic groups do not add up to
the total because 4.4 million
people listed themselves as having more than one race.
The Census Bureau counts
"Hispanic" or "Latino" as an
ethnicity rather than a race, so
Hispanics can be of any race.
The population of non-Hispanic
whites indicating no other race
increased just 0.3 percent in the
past year, to 197.8 million.
"Looking toward the future.
we see a different face of the
U.S. population." said Audrey
Singer. an immigration and census specialist at the Brookings
Institution. "But I don't think
that's necessarily new. It's a
confirmation that this hasn't
stopped or changed much."
The size of the Hispanic population and, to a lesser extent,
the Asian population, rose in
nearly every state over the
1990s. Also, the Census Bureau
projected last year that whites
and minority groups overall
would be roughly equal in size
by 2050.
"Sometimes this is portrayed

site: increased fertility of young
people makes the (social) structure one that is more sustaining
of economic production and
enables older people to be in a
culture where their retirements
can be financed."
The Census Bureau estimates
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as a problem for the United
States — that the ethnic composition of the country is changing
and that new people are coming
to take jobs,- said Goodman,
dean of American University's
School of International Service.
"My view is just the oppo-

Vice president will be Marion
Hale, a secretary in the journalism and mass communication
department. Debbie Plummer,
the biological sciences department secretary, will serve her
second year as treasurer.
Staff Congress represents the
university's staff members from
across the campus. The group
handles staff recognition programs as well serves as a liaison
between the staff members and
the MSU administration.
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Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray State Staff Congress
officers will assume their new
positions in July.
Lisa Willis, a senior laboratoBreathitt
assistant at
ry
Veterinary Center, was unanimously elected Staff Congress
president during a meeting
Wednesday afternoon for the
coming year. Willis has served
two years as vice president.
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THURSDAY 9 to 6
9 to 6
FRIDAY
SATURDAY 9 to 6

SALE
ENDS
SATURDAY!
The final decision has been made. Finley's jewelers
is Going Out of Business. We must liquidate One
million dollars worth of Diamonds and Fine Jewelry!
Everything must be sold. Nothing will be held back
during this storewide Coing Out of Business - Estate
Settlement Sale at Finley's jewelers, on the Court
Square in downtown Murray.

You might save money on your
auto insurance with Shelter.
Call today to find out.
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The state Personnel Board says
it needs more money to investigate allegations of' improper
political intlieence in the Merit
System, but that request has
been denied by Gov. Ernie
Fletcher's budget office.
Fletcher has insisted that the
Personnel Board is the proper
forum for the Merit System
than
rather
investigation,
Greg
General
Attorney
Stumbo's office. So the denial of
funding has left the board uncertain of its next move.
The board asked the governor
for $100,000 to hire outside
counsel and to cover other
expenses related to an investigation. Executive Director Mark
Sipek told the Lexington
Herald-Leader for a story in
Wednesday's edition that his
six-person office can barely handle its existing workload.
-The board made it clear that
It NA, anted to look into these very
serious allegations," Sipek said.
-Rut at the same time, we can't
neglect our regular duties."
Fletcher told the HeraldLeader on Wednesday that he
General
the
would
ask
..x.sernhly to make up the difference in the cost of the Personnel
Hoard its estigation.
-We told them we could
dLi dliCe that money now, but we
can't actiialI appropriate more
iiinic than what the General
appropriated."
Fletcher said. -It's just not law-

SECTION

Racers volunteer
to play Tennessee
in men's hoops
It's only June, but it's never
too early to talk basketball —
particularly in the Bluegrass
state, and more specifically at
Murray State University.
With the exception of new
signee Rob Kennedy, the
Racers are
all in town
for the summer, working hard to
help the
program
rebound
from a 1711 finish in
2004-05 that
included an
Sidelines uncharacteristic firstBy Scott
round ouster
Nanney
from the
Sports
Ohio Valley
Conference
Editor
Tournament.
Meanwhile, the MSU coaching staff is busy finalizing the
2005-06 schedule, which
includes a possible neutral court
matchup with a Southeastern
Conference program and a possible trip to Las Vegas for a
Thanksgiving tournament.
Head coach Mick Cronin
said earlier this week that the
Racers were close to finalizing
a deal to play Tennessee.
However, the location of the
game has not yet been determined.
According to Cronin, the
two schools are working to
reach an agreement with the
Nashville Sports Council to
play at the Gaylord
Entertainment Center, rather
than at Knoxville's cavernous
Thompson-Boiing Arena.
If reached, an agreement to
play in the Music City would
benefit both MSU and UT.
If you're an OVC school,
you welcome any chance to
play an SEC team on a neutral
floor. A game at Nashville
would also benefit the Racers in
another way because the OVC
Tournament semifinals and
finals are played at the GEC.
That would be a valuable experience for a roster full of
Murray players who have never
played in that building before.
The contest would also help
the Volunteers and new head
coach Bruce Pearl get some
much-needed exposure from the
western part of their state.
Pearl and the Vols certainly
need all the help they can get to
turn around the fortunes of a
once-proud program after four
lackluster seasons under the
direction of Buzz Peterson, who
fashioned just a 61-59 record at
UT before being fired at the
end of last season.
The Vols' new headman certainly has the track record for
getting the job done after post-

r

ing a 317-84 record in a 13year career that tas featured
stops at Division II Southern
Indiana and WisconsinMilwaukee.
Pearl won a national championship at Southern Indiana in
1995 before moving on to
UWM, where he led the
Panthers to an 86-38 mark in
four seasons. His final season at
the Horizon League school concluded the Panthers' first-ever
trip to the Sweet 16.
Along the way to reaching
the round of 16, Pearl and the
Panthers upset former Murray
State head coach Mark
Gottfried and the Alabama
Crimson Tide in the tournament's opening round.
Pearl's connection to MSU
does not end there, however.
After accepting the job at
Tennessee, he hired former
Racer coach Scott Edgar as his
lead assistant. Edgar, who took
over at Murray in 1991 after an
extended stint as an assistant
under Nolan Richardson at
Arkansas, joined the UT staff
after serving three years on
Mike Anderson's staff at
Alabama-Birmingham.
When MSU and the Vols
meet next season, Edgar will be
facing his former team as an
assistant coach for the second
time in as many seasons. On
Jan. 2 of this year. Edgar and
UAB defeated the Racers 10080 at Birmingham, Ala.
The Racers will face
Tennessee for only the second
time in their 81-year history,
and for the first time in 60
years. MSU played their first
and only game against the Vols
in February 1945, with UT
earning a 57-38 victory at
Knoxville.
It will also mark the Racers'
first game against an SEC
opponent since dropping a 7352 decision at Auburn in
December 2002.
MSU has played 25 games
against SEC foes in its history,
producing just a 6-19 mark
against those squads. The
Racers have played Mississippi
State the most among SEC
schools, holding a 2-6 record
against the Bulldogs.
The remainder of Murray's
non-conference shedule is
expected to include home
games against Arkansas State
and Rice.
The Racers faced Rice in an
ESPN Bracket Buster game in
February, as part of the Bracket
Buster contract, Rice must play
a return game at MSU next season.
Murray has less opportunities to schedule non-league
games this year because of the
OVC's new scheduling format,
which requires a 20-game conference slate.

Local kids ready to
cast fish tales Saturday
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Hundreds of excited youngsters with big grins, fishing
poles and tackle in hand are
expected to gather around the
pond this Saturday for the
Fourth Annual "Hooked on
Fishing, Not on Drugs" event.
Director Brad Steele of
County
Murray-Calloway
Department of Parks and
Recreation said everything is
ready to make this year's event
one of the best ever.
"We're ready to go," he said.
The big fishing day is scheduled from 8 a.m. until noon on
Saturday at the Ponderosa Farm,
located at 925 Killdeer Trail
near Lynn Grove.
Approximately 300 or more
boys and girls through age 16
are expected to throng the area
to get some sun, have some fun
and catch those prize fish.
/The first 300 youngsters to
register will receive a T-shirt, a
fishing pole and tackle, and take
part in a cookout immediately
after the fun around the pond is
over. The cook-out is scheduled
to begin around 11:30 a.m. and
will continue until around noon.
Although fishing poles will
be available, any participant
may bring their own. Families
that plan to attend may also want

to bring along lawn chairs, blankets, sunscreen; whatever it
takes to be comfortable for a few
hours.
Organizers invite everyone to
take part in the event that attracted around 350 participants last
year. However, young fishermen
and parents are reminded that
they cannot keep the fish that
they catch, and pre-registration
for both the fishing event and
the cookout is required.
Since only those under 16
years of age may participate, a
fishing license is not required.
However, all children must be
accompanied by a parent or
adult guardian for safety reasons.
Sponsors of the event include
the Murray-Calloway County
Department of Parks and
Calloway
Recreation, the
County Alliance for Substance
Abuse Prevention, Kentucky
Department of Fish and Wildlife
Resources, Big Brothers Big
Sisters, Calloway County 4-H
and local school-based family
resource centers.
For more information about
"Hooked on Fishing. Not on
Drugs," contact the MurrayCalloway County Parks office at
762-0325 or the Calloway
County Family Resource Center
at 762-7333.
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Ticketmaster makes way to Murray State
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Ticketmaster is coming to Murray State.
To better market its events and provide a
more convenient avenue to buy tickets,
Murray State's administration is partnering
with the ticket sales outlet that has one of the
world's largest online commerce sites.
Ticketmaster also has 3,300 retail outlets
and 19 worldwide call centers.
"It's a tremendous opportunity that will
not only help us with convenience but with
promoting events," Jim Carter, vice president for institutional advancement, development and alumni affairs, said Wednesday
afternoon while presenting the new technol-

ogy to MSU's Staff Congress.
Ticketmaster's services allow for MSU
to keep a database of customer's contact
information as well as what games and
events for which they purchased tickets.
Being able to mass e-mail customers or tar
get specific ticket buyers are among the system's capabilities.
Carter said the system is being installed
and should be complete in time for fall
events, including football games. Tickets for
most other events in the Regional Special
Events Center and Lovett Auditorium also
will be sold on Ticketmaster. Local events

if This helps when you're
trying to get folks in from
around the world or at least
a larger sphere than the
Jackson Purchase

III See TICKETS Page 2B

II

— Jim Carter
MSU Vice President for
institutional advancement,
development and alumni affairs

BOSTON 4,ST. LOUIS 0

Sweep not in the Cards
Wells helps the
Red Sox avoid the
sweep by shutting
out St. Louis
ST. LOUIS (AP) — An
impeccable outing by David
Wells rescued the Boston Red
Sox from getting swept by the
team they beat in four straight
in the World Series.
Wells threw eight innings of
four-hit ball and the Red Sox
got big hits from David Ortiz
and Jason Varitek in a 4-0 raindelayed victory over the St.
Louis Cardinals on Wednesday
night.
"I don't think I made a bad
pitch," Wells said. "It's just
something that's a rarity. When
you feel that good, you just go
with it."
The Red Sox lost the first
two games of the three-game
series by a combined score of
16-3.
"I feel really good about the
way we played," Cardinals
manager Tony La Russa said.
"But you get in a position to
win three, we're disappointed
we didn't get the third one."
Wells (4-4) needed only 94
pitches, throwing first-pitch
strikes to 23 of 28 batters, and
went to only one three-ball
count, to beat Chris Carpenter
(8-4). Ortiz hit his 14th homer
and Varitek, who was 6-for-10
in the series with four of
Boston's seven RBIs, had a
two-run double in the sixth.
"The first two games
weren't too great, they weren't
pretty at all," Wells said. "We
at least get out of here with a
'W,' and that's pretty gratifying. That's something we can
build on."
Edgar Renteria was 2-for13, hit into four double plays
and a made an error in his first
games in St. Louis since signing a free-agent deal with the
Red Sox, but ended his frustration with a homer off Ray King
in the ninth.
The game lacked the testy
nature that spiced the second
game of the series, when five
batters were hit by pitches in
the last four innings, and two
pitchers plus both managers
were ejected. In the finale, the
only player hit was David
Eckstein of the Cardinals, who
was nipped on the elbow in the
sixth.
La Russa didn't want to discuss that, though.
"What else is there to talk
about?" he snapped

AP Photo

Boston Red Sox fans cheer for Edgar Renteria as he enters the dugout after hitting
a solo home run in the ninth inning against the Cardinals Wednesday at Busch
Stadium in St. Louis. Renteria had been struggling against his former team, going 112 prior to the home run.
14th homer. Kevin Millar and
Wells wasn't bothered by a 2003. They're 4-2 this year.
Only two Cardinals made it Trot Nixon followed with sindelay of nearly three hours
before the game began, beating to second base against Wells: gles and both scored on
the Cardinals for the fourth Jim Edmonds on a double off Varitek's double to the gap in
time in five career decisions the left-field wall in the fifth left-center.
Carpenter walked his fir.i
and raising his interleague and Taguchi in the eighth after
record to 14-6. Most of a sell- singling and advancing on a two batters of the game, Bill
out crowd of 46,928, the groundout. Wells had entered Mueller and Mark Bellhorn.
Cardinals' sixth straight, stuck the game 2-3 with a 7.52 ERA but struck out Wells and got
Johnny Damon on a gmundout
in his first six road starts.
around for the game.
Six straight Red Sox batters to first to end the inning. In six
So Taguchi had two singles
for the Cardinals, who lost for reached safely with one out in innings. Carpenter gave up
only the third time in their last the sixth, starting with Ortiz's , three runs on eight hits with
eight strikeouts.
19 interleague games dating to

Former Baylor player pleads guilty
WACO, Texas (AP) — Carlton Dotson
made a sudden change in plans when he
grew increasingly anxious about his future
as his murder trial drew closer.
The former Baylor basketball player
guilty
pleaded
Wednesday to killing
Patrick
teammate
Dennehy two years ago.
After months of failed
attempts at a plea bargain with prosecutors,
Carlton Dotson's attorneys were ready to go to
trial Monday. But on
Wednesday, Dotson suddenly pleaded guilty to
Dotson
murder — without a plea
agreement — in the death of Patrick
Dennehy, who was missing six weeks before

his body was found in a field near campus in
July 2003.
His attorney Russ Hunt Sr. declined to
discuss why Dotson pleaded guilty. But he
said he was confident the judge would
impose a fair sentence June 15. Dotson faces
from five years to life in prison.
"He has been very, very frightened at the
prospect of going to trial," Hunt said.
McLennan County District Attorney John
Segrest said defense attorneys approached
him about a plea deal but that he never made
an offer because he was unsure how many
years would be enough. Segrest said he was
surprised but pleased about Dotson's plea.
"It's a good resolution," Segrest said.
"There is no question as to guilt."
A few days before Dennehy's body was
found, Dotson was arrested in his home state
of Maryland after calling authorities saying

he was hearing voices and needed help.
Authorities said he confessed to killing
Dennehy, but they have never revealed a
motive.
Dennehy, 21, had been shot twice in the
head, according to autopsy reports.
Valorie Brabazon, Dennehy's mother,
told The Associated Press she was unaware
that Dotson would plead guilty until a pros
ecutor told her earlier Wednesday.
"I don't feel good about this wholr
thing," Brabazon said by phone from thr
Seattle area.
Dotson was ruled incompetent to stand
trial last fall and was sent to a state mental
hospital until earlier this year. A psychologist there said Dotson had a non-specified
psychotic disorder and needed medication.
but appeared to he faking hearing voices and
seeing things.

Ulfs Morris leaning toward NBA
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Randolph Moths,
Kentucky's starting center as a freshman, said
Wednesday that he'll probably give up his final
three seasons of college basketball eligibility and
turn pm.
Morris, speaking after a private workout for
NBA teams in Chicago, spoke of Kentucky in the
past tense. He has not hired an agent. though, and
thus could return to the Wildcats if he removes his
name from the draft by June 21.
The NBA draft will be June 28.
-The pros have been my dream for a long, long
time," said Morris, who notified Kentucky coach
Tubby Smith by fax of his intention to enter the
NBA draft. "The sooner I can get there, the better.
-I think Kentucky was a positive thing for me.
I learned a lot. I had a good time with the guys and
the whole Kentucky atmosphere. If anything. it
helped me make this decision."
The 6-foot-10, 266-pound Morris chose
Kentucky over Georgia Tech after considering a
jump straight from high school to the NBA.
Morris started 33 of Kentucky's 34 games this past

season, averaging 8.8 points and 4.2 rebounds in
19.8 minutes per game as the Wildcats finished
28-6.
Morris struggled much of the season with foul
trouble — he led the team with 102 fouls — but
played his best basketball in the NCAA tournament. He had his first career double double against
Cincinnati, finishing with II points and 12
rebounds in a 69-60 Second-round win. In a 94-88
double-overtime loss to Michigan State in a
regional final, he scored 20 points.
Morris said he has been told that he would be a
mid-to-late first-round pick. He said he'll decide
about staying in the draft after completing his private workouts for NBA teams.
Moths said he has had no contact with his
Kentucky teammates or coaches since entering the
draft.
"They obviously know the NBA was in my
dreams in the first place," Moths said. "We've
been on the road and they've been recruiting, so
we really haven't had time to sit down and converse at all."

BASEBALL ROUNDUP

AP Photo

Florida starting pitcher Dontrelle Willis throws against the Seattle Mariners in the second inning Wednesday in Miami.

Willis is majors' first 10-game winner
By The Associated Press
Alex Rodriguez and David
Wells made sure their teams
weren't swept. Thanks to Carlos
Delgado. Dontrelle Willis didn't
miss his chance to become the
majors' first 10-game winner.
the
became
Rodriguez
youngest player to reach 400
home runs, leading the slumping
New York Yankees to a 12-3 victory over the Milwaukee

needed from Delgado.
Brewers on Wednesday night.
The first baseman hit a threeThe Yankees avoided a
sweep and won for just the sec- run homer and drove in all five
ond time in 11 games. runs, leading the Marlins over
Rodriguez homered twice, went Seattle 5-4. That allowed Willis
4-for-4 and drove in four runs — (10-2) to overcome giving up a
his first RBIs on the Yankees' • season-high 10 hits and four
earned runs in 6 2-3
12-game road trip.
Willis became only the third
Florida also needed a win
after losing four straight. and pitcher in Marlins history to log
Willis has delivered all season. 10 wins before the All-Star
This time, he got the help he break.
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SAN ANTONIO(AP) — On
a fundamentally flawless summer day in 1997, Tim Duncan
and Gregg Popovich reclined on
the white sands of St. Croix to
discuss life, basketball and their
future together.
Neither the inexperienced
coach nor his new No. I draft
pick dared to imagine their next
eight years in San Antonio
would include MVP awards for
Duncan, widespread acclaim for
Popovich — and two championships with an imminent
chance for a third in this season's NBA Finals, beginning
with Game 1 on Thursday night.
Duncan — with his once-ina-generation combination of
skill, athleticism, work ethic and
genuine decency — immediately turned the Spurs into contenders and, in 1999, champions. The Detroit Pistons are the
only remaining obstacle to The
Big Fundamental's latest addition to a resume that could
someday distinguish him as the
greatest power forward in NBA
history.
But such heights were far
from his mind during his meeting with Popovich, who had
gone 17-47 after replacing Bob
Hill midway through the 199697 season. Popovich and the
desperately
needed
Spurs
Duncan to be their savior, and
the genial Wake Forest star didn't plan to disappoint.
"I honestly didn't know what
to expect," Duncan said
Wednesday. "I knew I had a
great opportunity to learn'with
David (Robinson). I had no idea
that at this point in my career I
would have an opportunity to try
for a third championship."
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
PlatIonel League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
—
Washington
• 33 26.559
32 28.533 1 1/2
Philadelphia
31 28.525
2
Atlanta
31 28.525
2
New York
29 27.518 2 1/2
Flonda
Central Division
W
L Pet GB
—
38 21.644
St LOUIS
31 27.534 6 1/2
Chicago
28 30.483 9 1/2
Pittsburgh
28 31.475
10
Milwaukee
Cincinnati
23 35.39714 1/2
22 35.386
15
Houston
West Division
W
L Pct GB
San Diego
34 25.576
—
31 28.525
3
Los Angeles
31 29.517 3 1/2
Arizona
San Francisco
24 33.421
9
19 39.32814 1/2
Colorado

American Lanus Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB 0
35 24 593
Baltimore
3
Boston
32 27.542
Toronto
31 29.517 4 1/2
6
New York
29 30.492
15
Tampa Bay
20 39.339
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
—
Chicago
40 19 678
4
35 22.614
Minnesota
11
Cleveland
28 29.491
27 30.474
12
Detroit
Kansas City
19 39.32820 1.,2
West Division
W
L Pct GB
Los Angeles
34 25.576
1
Texas
32 25.561
8
Seattle
25 32.439
Oakland
23 35.39710 1/2

SportsBriefs
O The Center for Health & Wetness at Murray-Calloway Countfil
Hospital will be offering a Summer Swim for Kids program during June
and July.
On Fnday, June 17 and Friday, July 15 from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m.. children ages 9-12 can swim at the Center for Health & Wellness. Snacks
will be available, as well as games. The cost is $6 for non-members and
free for members. Pre-registration is not required but is highly recom-'
mended.
Parents can register their children by stopping at the front desk at the
Center for Health & Wellness, or by calling the Center for Health &'
Wellness at 270-762-1 FIT.
•The Purchase Area Tennis Association will hold two tennis clinics
this summer. The two clinics will be held in Murray and Mayfield. The
Murray clinic will run June 16-17 at the Murray High School courts.
Times for the clinic will be 9 to 11 a.m. each day. The Mayfield camp will.
be held June 13-15 at the Scott Thompson courts. Times for those dates
are also 9 to 11 a.m. A $15 charge will be assessed to each participant,,
who will receive a T-shirt.
A Tennis Free For All clinic will also be held in Murray on June 18
from 9 to 11 a.m. at Murray High School. There will be no charge for thi .
clinic. Free For All clinics are designed for beginners and up.
For further information, contact Chuck Whitnell at (270) 247-0863.

The Calloway County High School Lady Laker tennis team held its 2005 banquet on
May 21 at Los Portales restaurant. Those receiving awards and their honors include:
Amy Winkler, academic award; Jennifer Vincent, singles player award, doubles player award, most improved and academic award; Courtney Elder, academic award;
Nicole Hudson, 110-percent award, most improved and academic award; Shelby
Webb; Carrie Crouse, academic award; Nahyun Yoo, senior award, academic award,,41.
captain award, doubles player award; Katie Bogard, doubles player award; Brittany
Lemons; Ashley Winkler, most improved, academic award; Meagan Colson; Bianca
Mora, spirit award, academic award and Tara Etheridge, spirit award. Those not pictured include: Chelsea Darnell, academic award; Kennedy Crawford, academic
award; Teela Etheridge, academic award; Amanda Govern, spirit award; Holly
Mowery, senior award, academic award; Laura Orduna, academic award.

$19,402
$21,267 •Tickets ...
$24,998
$25,821
$25,997
$31,216
s36,iiN $29,998
$41,345 $34,337

$26,059
$18,090
$32,495
MX
$33,630
$38,825

PLUS GET AN ADDITIONAL $1000
IF YOU TRADE, AND AN EXTRA
$500 IF YOU ARE A MEMBER OF FARM BUREAU.

Plus tax, title & $42 doc fee and
license. Subject to prior sale prices.
Good thru 6-30-05.

Duncan
hoping to
add another
ring to
dream career

:
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such as Campus Lights and
the regional basketball tournament will not be available on
Ticketmaster.
"This helps when you're trying to get folks in from around
the world or at least a larger
sphere than the Jackson
Purchase," Carter said in an
interview after the Staff
Congress meeting.
Attracting events to Murray
may become a little easier as
event promoters like the assurance that comes with knowing a
Ticketmaster.
uses
venue
Promoters can log in to
Ticketmaster themselves and
check ticket sales at a given
location.
MSU's administration has
been considering a technology
upgrade for its ticket sales for
more than a year. Two vendors
responded to a request for proposal, and Ticketmaster worked
the best for Murray State.
Ticketmaster has a new system geared toward colleges.
About 160 schools have the system in place. Carter said. The
University of Kentucky was the
first in the state and Murray
State is the only other.
Western Kentucky University
uses a different but similar sysIllinois
Southern
tem.
University has had the same
Ticketmaster system for two

years, and it's proven successful
there, Carter said after talking
with its staff.
In Murray, there's room to
grow. Among Ticketmaster's
retail outlets is a location is
Paducah's Kroger store. Carter
said university officials may discuss such an option with Kroger
in Murray eventually.
In 2004,Ticketmaster sold 98
million tickets worth about $5
million worldwide, according to
its Web site. The company
serves more than 9,000 clients
worldwide across multiple event
categories, providing ticketing
services for hundreds of arenas,
stadiums and other venues.
Ticket prices won't necessarily
go
up
because of
Ticketmaster, but any convenience comes with a cost.
Ticketmaster assesses handling
fees, as does MSU when customers call in ticket orders.
Even with the new technology,
customers still will be able to
purchase tickets at sales windows.
"If you want, you can to take
that to the next level with e-ticket," Carter said, "but you will
pay for whatever convenience
you choose."
MSU's athletic department is
revamping its ticket structure, so
specific prices for the upcoming
season are still being tweaked.

But Carter said season-ticket
holders are least likely to 1?8
affected by Ticketmaster, whicZ
he expects to used more oftea
for single-game tickets.
RSEC Manager Shelley Tod4
and Susan Darnell, the schoePis
athletic ticket manager, will haE die the day-to-day operations tilt '.
Ticketmaster at MSU.
"As a season-ticket holdera
you still want to go see Susac
and pick them up and walk out
with them, you can still do that,"
Carter said. "If you want to sit4
i.
home, you can point and click?:t

!
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FSN — Heavyweights, Audley Harrison
(17-0-0) vs Robert Davis (31-6-0), at
Temecula, Calif
GOLF
3 p.m.
TGC — LPGA, McDonald's LPGA
Championship, first round, at Havre de
Grace, Md.
USA — PGA Tour, Booz Allen Classic,
first roUnd. at Bethesda. Md.
NBA BASKETBALL
8 p.m.
ABC -- NBA Finals, Game 1 - Detroll
at San Antonio
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TNT miniseries tells Old
West tales from both sides
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Delights_ at
every corner....
by Barry Raidt

ABCD 6:00

WAN-NBC 4 4
VITTFCBS 5 5

Slicing through the trough then
the spray at the crest of the
waves, the boat speeds on,
going down driver north,through
the wind, in the warm, early
summer, sun. Passing the daymarker at mile 64.4 at the bend
in the river, an Osprey flies from
its nest. The present, is great,
then I reflect on the past week. It
was great, too.
On deck, Dockside, there was
delight at every corner; from just
basking in the sun getting dark,
on the open deck, to dining in
the shade of the canopies, under
umbrellas, or the bars under the
tiki. The food was the best.'The
music was great. The ladies
glowed. The beverages flowed.

Practice and specialized training dedicated exclusively to
the treatment of asthma. hay fever, sinus diseases, eczema
and other allergic disorders in children and adults.
No Referral Necessary • New Patients Welcome

753-7451 • 2957 Hwy. 641 N., Murray, KY 42071
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• We Also Offer •Latest Pick-Up-In-Town — Same Day Shipping •

•

For Packages Received By 6 p.m.• In-Store Packing
•Color & B&W Copies, Faxing, Laminating•
•
,Freight Services
'Mailbox Rental'

•

APR A/111 MOUS* ACCOUrd & Gel
10% Off Your First Month's Shipping

•

••

THE UPS STORE (N 121h 51 Next In Fashion Et4
'

• Lowey Owned & Operated

F 8 a.m.-7 p.m., Sot 9 o.m.-4 p.m.
762-9103

•

Look No Further
Re-establish your credit today

The pirates: Jeff, David, Preston,
Ronnie, Keith, another David,
another Keith, Jr., Lee, Doug,
Tom, Shelly, Barnacle Bill,
Ghuck. Mike, Larry, John, Rob
and the rest partied.
The ladies: Terena, Pat, Felicia,
Julie, Jody, Vickie, Tony, another
Julie, Sherry, Charlotte, and others were all smiles and brought
smiles to all the pirates. Angela.
Danielle, and Chris should be
commended on their "boatwomanship", docking their boats.
Especially Chris.
The music: Saturday was music
from Buffett to McClinton,
Sunday, Evidence with Stan
Sommers literally gave the
crowd a workout. Everybody had
a ball.
11,
Saturday, June
This
Nightfish, with Barnacle Bill and
Angela will be on deck. Sunday.
June 12 The John Sutton Band
with again rock the dock.
Coming back to dock, thinking of
all my friends, a smile comes to
my face.

42

Personal, Home Mortgages, Auto & Credit
Card Debt Consolidation Loans
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'FRIDAY MORNING

By FRAZIER MOORE
AP Television Writer
NEW YORK(AP)— This is
a TV event that aims to be as big
as its story.
A cycle of six weekly twohour films, "Into the West"
spans 65 years of U.S. history —
1825 to 1890 — embracing big
events like the Gold Rush, the
building of the transcontinental
railroad and the Indian massacre
at Wounded Knee.
With Steven Spielberg as
executive producer (who all by
himself constitutes "big") this
saga cost $50 million, took nine
months to shoot, and encompasses some 250 speaking roles,
including Tom Berenger, Beau
Bridges, Josh Brolin, Keith
Carradine, Jessica Capshaw,
Matthew Modine, Ken Russell
and Skeet Ulrich.
The scenery is colossal: Big
skies, plains, mountains and
(early on, at least) vast thundering herds of buffalo. The characters face big challenges and
hardships.
But the series' big idea is its
dualistic structure. "Into the
TNT/AP Photo
West" looks at Old West life
from both sides, now: from the This undated publicity photo released by TNT shows
perspectives of Easterners intent
Settle and Tonantzin Carmelo in a scene
oh conquering the frontier, and actors Matthew
drama series "Into The West," which
six-part
the
from
of American Indians struggling
to hold onto their values and tra- premieres at 8 p.m., Friday on TNT.
ditions.
the 35-year-old Settle easily
The initial chapter,"Wheel to the Mississippi."
These are the first strands of identified with Jacob's urges to
the Stars," premieres on TNT
— and made his own
Friday at 8 p.m. EDT (with the twin narratives woven head West
(albeit after a few
odyssey
such
storya
—
series
the
through
encores at the same time
telling technique thanks in no years' detour to New York to
Saturday and Sunday).
his acting career).
Its beginning scenes cut small part to the bond between start
making this film, he
Then,
Thunder
and
Wheeler
Jacob
between two distinct worlds half
sampled Jacob's revelations.
a continent apart. In a Lakota Heart Woman, a Lakota tribe
"What I learned was the
tribe on the Great Plains, a member he rescues from a slave
of sacredness that the
degree
marries.
later
and
trader
young boy is about to start his
"This couple is the bridge Lakota people had in everything
journey to become a medicine
in every aspect of life,"
man known as Loved By The between the two stories," notes they did,
Settle.
says
impresan
Carmelo,
Tonantzin
in
Meanwhile,
Buffalo.
"That's something we can
Wheelerton, Va., where the sive young actress who infuses
in our modern culture." He
use
with
Woman
Heart
Thunder
Wheeler family prospers with
"Maybe a few less
the family business — they're grace, strength and a girl-next- laughs.
and a few more
Humvees
well.
as
quality
door
son
teenage
—
wheelwrights
Priuses."
ago,
days
few
a
Manhattan
In
Jacob chafes at this stifling exisshe reunited for an interview
tence.
with Matthew Settle, who plays
be
to
was
"My misfortune
born into a drab age," he Jacob.
Himself once a restless son
laments in a voiceover. "I
up in North Carolina,
growing
beyond
life
dreamed of a better
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$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $54) each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.11 per word per day.
ping GuidelS250 extra tor biro box ads
tor shupper t.Mon Clastuheds intu
s the right to reiect ot edit any submitted matte!
The put -, rt..1
1(,

\
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
060
Notice

Help Wand

BLUEGRASS Gardens
Farm. 684
Daylily
Crossland Rd, Murray.
Open Tuesday through
10-6
Saturday:
Daylilies $2.50 and up.

CURRENT
Accountant Opening.
FT/w 4-year degree
preferred. Benefits
package w/retirement
plan. PT considered.
Please email resumes
to candicerfrpowerclaim.com or mail to
Hawkins Research.
406 N. 4th St., Murray,
KY 42071.
earn
DANCERS
S1.000+ weekly! The
Purple Building. 270759-2153, 270-2932069, or (270)5340333 after 5PM

HORSE camp June 2024th & June 27- July
1rst, Big Sandy. TN for
information. www.kidsareuscamps.corn
KY,
(606)561-0454
(731)593-5139 TN
HORSEBACK riding
lessons for all levels
experienced
from
instructor. (270)9701571

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
OUTSIDE Inn Daylily
Nursery. Open TuesSat 7AM-6PM. 1,500
varieties
different
peonies. hostas, and
perennials. Plant Trade
Fair 555 Magness Rd,
Hardin_ 437-4015, 7037059
Dental
PRACTICAL
Assisting We are now
taking applications for
the class which starts
September 10th, 2005.
You will be trained on
11
for
Saturdays
weeks, allowing you to
keep your present job
while you gain skills for
a new career. Most
dental assistants have
evenings, weekends &
holidays off. For information visit our website
www.BohleDental.com
or call our office (270)
Limited
442-0256.
enrollment! Call Now

Ilickor% slabs tor
barbecuing. S20
per large bundle.
271022-7584
Precision Lumber
THE Shed, 437-4283
or 437-3189. Friday:
Band.
Sidewinder
Stanley
Saturday:
Walker Band.
50
Lost and Found
FOUND: Lab Puppy,
9-10
approximately
months old. Found
around Pagliars 2938601
LOST 400 lb Black
Angus heifer, orange
ear tags, new concord
vicinity, last seen on
circle.
Stubblefield
Gene Bailey. 7531040.
LOST small Terrier
type dog from Poor
Penny
Rd/
Farm
Highway area. Has
microchip 753-9580
JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends, Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916

Happy
Birthday

Link
DATA
is
Communications
seeking experienced
Cabling Technicians
Level
Entry
and
Technicians. The positions are for full time
employment
Expenence with phone
systems is a plus.
is
travel
Some
required. Benefits are
available Fax resume
to
(270)753-1909.
EXPERIENCED
Bindery Operator wanted. $10-12/hr., benefits, medical, vacation,
company matched savings.
Innovative
Printing. 1623 SR 121
North, Murray, 42071.
(270)753-8802, Attn:
Steve Pratt.
FEDERAL Materials
now
is
Concrete
accepting applications
for drivermixer operator. Will train for CDL.
Benefits include 401k &
Profit Sharing, Health &
insurance,
Dental
Vacation & Holiday
pay Apply in person at
Hwy 80 East in
Mayfield. No phone
calls
GIRL FRIDAY, Must
know Quicken software. run errands,
keep house, 20 hours
per week. 759-3772
HIRING part time waitstaff. Tues-Sat 4-9PM.
Apply in person at The
Pizza Pantry. 8361 St.
Rt. 121S. No phone
calls please.
LOCAL irrigation company hiring assistant
installers. Will train.
transReferences,
portation, and good
work ethic a must. 270435-4776
NEED someone to
pass flyers for local
business. Pay by htur.
767-0508
PAINTERS needed. At
least 5 years residential experience. Call
270-443-6735 9AM6PM
PART time Store Clerk,
available for some
weekends, job ends
Labor Day Weekend.
Some boating & fishing
helpful.
knowledge
Sportsman's Anchor
Marina, Hwy 68
Jonathan Creek - call
for application & interview 9 to 4 weekdays
only. 270/354-6568
advisors
SAFETY
$2500 month, manager
trainee's $3000 month
Company will train Call
M-F 9am-1pm only' 1800-578-8799
Support
CLIENT
Rep.- Needs strong
desire to help with
software training and
light windows support by phone. 1-FT
and 3-PT positions
needing coverage for
7AM-7PM M-F with
retirement plan. FT
18-paid
benefits,
days off and H8L
MSUinsurance.
Students welcome.
Please email resumes
to
candiceif powerclaim.com or mail to
Hawkins Res•arch,
406 N. 4th Street.,
Murray, KY 42071.
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"It's A Great Place To Work"

Successful Multi-Unit KFC Franchise seeking

Managers
Assistant Managers
Shift Supervisors
Team Members
Competitive salary, paid vacation, 401(K), drug
free workplace, promotions from within, flexible hours, bonus compensation, and background screening. Additional benefits for managers, inquire during interview.
Applications available at the counter.

CAREER
OPPORTUNITY
Brandon Cadillac-Pontiac-Buick-Olds is seeking 3 career minded, enthusiastic candidates
interested in earning $50,000 to $75,000 per
year and have fun doing it. Training provided,
health benefits, 5 day work week, monthly performance bonus. Positions open immediately.
No phone calls please. Apply in person,
Monday-Friday 9am-5pm.

LE BRANDON[111
cease taLabFlfiactt!ctle_
Needed Immediately: Part-time employee for cleaning vacant apartment units,
breezeways, and parking lots. 24
hr/week, $7/hr. Must have experience in
this line of work along with references.
Equal Opportunity Employer. Send
resume to Hilldale Apts., 64 Hilldale
Lane #301, Hardin, KY 42048

DRIVERS
Regional and Long Haul Flat Bed.
Based out of Clarksville, TN.
Make $60K minimum per year
Great pay, VAC, HOL, MED
Class A, 1 year experience.
Call 866-990-0095
060

e

Jackson Purchase
Medical Center

REGISTERED
NURSE
Full-time position is
available for 7 p.m.-7
a.m, shift in New
Birthing
Beginnings
Center. Duties to include
care of newborns, labor
and delivery and postpartum patients. Position
to work every other
weekend.
JPA1C offers a excellent
benefit package, cornpetitise salary with premium shift and weekend differentials.

titictoted gandithite5
should emt r_v.oto

Domestic & Childcare
WILL clean up before
and after renters, construction, remodeling,
etc. Walls, floors, win-

dows,

etc.

Experienced-Valerie
436-5914

INVESTORS needed
for fast growing local
Minimum
business.
investment required
$10,000 per unit. For
more information, send
letter of interest to
Business Opportunity,
c/o WMM, P.O.Box
1393, Murray, KY
42071.

Computers
Ic
Jackson Purchase
MDM COMPUTERS
Medical Center
A+ Certified Technician
Attn: Human
Resources Department
On site service.
1099 Medical Center
759.3556
Circle
Mayfield, KY 42066
I0 Buy
[Wk.
(Fax: 270-251-44431
EOE WV/F/D
ANTIQUES/OLD stuff
We buy 1 or all Call
090
Larry at 753-3633
Dorm* & Childcare
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
BABYSITTER needed.
Benson Sporting
3 days/week Starting
Goods, 519 S. 12th.
in August 753-6232
Murray.
CLEANING houses is
my business. Call
NOW buying all scrap
Linda H. 759-9553
metal, aluminum cans
HOUSEKEEPING and
errands. Call Linda
270-767-0778

UNDEVELOPED land
6-8 acres in Lakes
area, not lake front
prefer Kentucky Lake.
will consider Lake
Barkley area also
Respond to: TTI, Box
University
2065,
Station, Murray, KY
42071.
WANT to buy junk cars
trucks tractors and
metal boats 436-5235
WANT to buy: Junk Car
and Trucks. Call (270)
474-2540 or 293-6199
Six days a week.
Articles
For Sale

If no applications, are available,
call or write
KFC
P.O. Box 40250, Tuscaloosa, AL 35404
phillip@jmfkfc.com
205-553-8621

Help Wanted

Aporkesns For Asa

Want to Buy

and scrap cars. (will
Pick up cars.) Key Auto
Parts. 1850 ST AT 121
South. 753-5562
USED carpeting, electric baseboard heaters,
refrigerators, air conditioners, stoves, and
doors 'cO.iino

2 pc solid oak desk.
Glass top, good condition, $450 Computer
desk attachment. 7595322
7X16 enclosed cargo
trailer. 2004 model w/
side door and double
rear doors. Torsion
electric
axles and
tongue jack. $3,850.
759-4427
BEEMAN bed cover for
a quad cab Dakota
$250 OBO 270-6193043
plot,
CEMETERY
Memorial
Murray
section
Gardens
Christa Garden Lcit 87,
Block A, $1,050. 859223-0652
prom
CINDERELLA
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow. 1 size 8 blue. $200
each. 270-492-8614
COMPLETE collection
of Louis Lamour Ashes
collection and other
westerns, 50c each.
Also canning jars, 10c
each 759-9842
DIRECTV
Satellite system, up to
4 rooms. Total Choice
w/local channels only
$29 99 for 3 months or
Call Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 759-0901 or
887-455-0901
&
HBO
FREE
Showtime.
Satellite system up to 4
rooms, free DVR or HD
upgrade. Get the top
60 channels including
local networks for
$19.99 per mo. plus get
8 channels of HBO &
of
channels
10
Showtime free for 3
months. For more info.
call Beasley Antenna &
Satellite 759-0901 or
877-455-0901
HOSPITAL bed & mattress, $300. Lift recliner
chair, $400. Jazzy
power chair. $1,500. All
like new. 753-0624

Need to fax
your ad?
Our number is

(270)
753-1927
freezer.
KENMORE
good condition. $75.
293-0811. 753-1775
RG6 Coax cable 1' or
1,000'. 15 cents per ft.
Phone wire, all types
antennas, scanners,
XM & Sirius satellite
radios. High quality at
low prices. Come by
Beasley's at 500 N. 4th
St or call 759-0901
Chevrolet
STOCK
wheels & tires 15"x8,
$100 Window air conditioner, $150. 2938369, 227-2725

DIRT DADDY'S
TOP SOIL
Best the county has.
Call Terrell Tidwell

753-9075
227-2193
WHITE satin wedding
%•4/
capped
dress
sleeves. size 16, ROO.
Call
270-7534909
after 5PM

Large Selection

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
on the square
753-1713
160
Moms Furnishings
2 matching bookcases,
entertainment center,
and computer desk
$90, printer $40 Call
270-978-1585
BEAUTIFUL china cabinet, sofa (beige & burgundy), antique chitforobe. collection of
Exchange
Bradford
Angel plates and ornaments (all in very good
to excellent condition,
priced)
reasonably
436-6275
BLACK twin size bunk
bed with desk underneath. Call 759-4682.
BROYHILL solid oak
entertainment center
Will hold 30 inch TV
Call 759-9778
OAK roll top computer
desk, chair, and filing
cabinet. Maple dining
table with 2 leaves.
lighted china cabinet,
server and 6 chairs.
753-3632
SAGE green loveseat
and chair. 2 years old.
$400 troth. Oak table
and 4 chairs. 270-8818985
SALE-FURNITURE
roll-a-ways & mattress
Carraway
sets.
Furniture 105 N. 3rd St
753-1502
VERY nice entertainment center. Leaded
glass door, roll top
cover over TV, $450.
753-5675
180
Lam &Garda
DAYLILIES for sale,
over 200 verities. Open
Thurs-Sun. 731-9860769 Huntington, TN
SCAG for sale. 48 inch
cut, good mower, walk
behind with Velkee
$1.500 OBO 753-0843
190
Firm EquiPmenl
DOZER 310 G-Hays
angle blade. Very good
condition. Runs great.
$6,800 OBO. Houler
L700 Ford Diesel. Very
good condition. $2,400
OBO. 6ft. bush hog
Howe brand. Like new.
$475 OBO. J.H.C. side
delivery rake. Very
good condition, w/new
paint. $1.800 OBO.
Ready to go. Belarus
Tractor. 1989 model.
65HP, 4x4, runs great,
new paint, all works,
diesel. $4,600 OBO
cell270-436-2388,
293-0909
Musical
Baldwin
LARGE
Organ. Lots of extras
on it, $500. 762-0608,
759-1602

2004 SW: vinyl/single
only $29,502, includes
delivery 8 set up!! Call
now!! 731-584-9429
2005 CLOSE OUTS and
Singlewides
Doublewides - Buy
save
and
today
$1,0001s. WE OWN
THE BANK - Call today
at 731-6424438
for
DOUBLEWIDE
sale 270-753-6342
FURNISHED display
Residential
home.
appeal inside and out
Drywall, 8' ceilings,
Lowe
Thermopane
windows, quality &
Was
craftsmanship.
$66,797, now $59.995.
Keith Baker Homes,
Paris. 731-644-0012,
800-533-3568
MOBILE home and lot,
$14,500 753-6012
NEW 2,200 sq. tt.
home. 4 bedrm, 2 bath.
2x6 sidewalls, 8' ceilings, Thermopane windows. Special offer
$59,995. Free furnishBaker
ings.
Keith
Homes. Paris. 731E44-0012. 800-5333568
REPO: 3 Bedroom, 2
Bath Fireplace, Huge
Master Bed & Bath!'
Low payments' Call
today, 731-584-4429
SINGLE AND DOUBring
BLEWIDES
your deed - That's all
you need - New Used
and Repo's - Call today
at 731-6424447.
TAKE OVER PAYMENTS - on 16x70, 2
Bedroom, 2 Bath SWIl
only
Payments
$304/month' 731-5849429
TAKE YOUR PICK Need 5 Bedrooms and
3 Baths or how about 4
2
and
Bedrooms
Baths? Both priced in
the $50'5. Call 7316424438 today!!

119

Hcalia For Rant

2BR with deck and
storage building in
country. $250 plus
deposit. 437-4386
2BR, $255. 753-6012
2BA
2BR,
(270)527-8808

$300

SMALL 28R 8235 plus
deposit. No pets. 7538582
Nolan Homo Lon For Rini
LOTS for rent. 753
9866
LOTS including sewer
and water. Hardin area.
270-527-8808
120
Aportiman For RIM
1 bedroom apartment
Clean and nice, al
appliances including
w/d. No pets. 270-4365496
1 OR 2br apts near
Murray
downtown
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.
1. 2, 3 apts. 753-1252
or 753-0606

KELLEY'S
MUSIC LESSONS
1,2, & 38R apts. availALL Instruments able for immediate
S10.00/week
occupancy. Please call
15 yrs exp. UK degree
978-1961 cell

0 down with your deed!
Act now while interest
rates are at their lowBaker
Keith
est.
Homes, Paris.
731-644-0012, 800533-3568
1997 Clayton Mobile
Home, 16x80, 3br.
2bths, garden tub, fireplace. 2004 A/C unit &
storage unit goes w/sell
Of home. Must sell
600 or beef °Nell
763-9107 or 978-1672

753-8221
1BR apt available, all
appliances furnished.
Mur-Cal Realty. 7534444.
1BR Unfurnished Apt.
$265.00, close to campus, available April
1.No pets. 753-5980
181,
1, 1 bath studio.
$335 month. 2BR, 1
bath, washer & dryer,
$410 month. 753-7559
1BR 1 bath, washer &
dryer. $325 month
753-7559
1BR-4BR apartments
Ask about move in free
days. Coleman RE
759-4118

2BR duplex, all new
appliances, 641/ Peggy
Ann. 270-753-0259
2BR, quiet neighborhood, deposit and references required 2938462
2BR, quiet neighborhood, walk to MSU,
deposit and references
required. 293-8462
ACCEPTING applicasuite.
1BR
tions!
stove,
Refrigerator,
dishwasher, washer,
dryer, wood deck. No
pets. Deposit $350,
Rent $335/mo. 2936060. 435-4040

FREE
GASOLINE
with
LEASE
MUR-CAL
APARTMENTS
1, 2, & 3
Bedroom
Apartments

2 and 4 bedroom hous
es. Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109
4BR house. Farmer
Ave.
$650/mo.
Lease/deposit
required. 2BR aptHillwood.
$350/mo.
Lease/deposit
required. 293-5117
8 miles north $350
plus deposit No pets
753-8582
SMALL 2br, 1 bath
$255/month. 978-0742.

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available. 7532905 or 753-7536.
PREMIER MINISTORAGE •Inside climate
control storage
•Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

commerical prop.for nal

902 Northwood Dr.
Mon. 8 am-2 pm.
Wed. 11 am-6 pm,
Fri. 10 am-3 pm
Phone: 759-4984
TDD #
1-800-648-6056

EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 1 bedroom:
furnished ($385) or
unfurnished ($335). All
appliances including
dryer.
&
washer
Or
(270)759-5885
(270)293-7085
View
FORREST
Apartments 1213 N.
16th St., now accepting
applications for: 1br
starting at $330/month.
2br townhouses, basic
rent $360/ month. Call
Leave
753-1970.
Message.
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $340.00
3BR $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
Call today for appointment
753-8221
NEAR University Extra large 2 B/R apt.
Large living room.
Kitchen-dinette combo.
Central elec. H/A. All
appliances incl. washer-dryer. $200
Deposit - $350 Mo.
($250 let mo.)
753-4560 Mon.-Sat. 95.
NICE 2BR duplex 7537457 or 436-6357
NICE, clean 1BR apt at
University Heights. All
appliances. $325 a
month, $325 deposit.
12 month lease. No
pets. 753-4937, 7598926, 753-1951
ONE bedroom, low utilities, no lease required,
no pets. $225/mo. 7533949

48'X40' metal building
1 year lease. Located
at 406 Sunbury Circle,
Murray Call (270)4362935
BUSINESS rent: 715
South 12th Street
1,400 square feet
$700 753-1252, 7530606
COMMERCIAL or retai
750 up to 3,000 sq. ft.
restrooms,
C/G/H,
plenty of parking, near
judicial building. 7593772 752-0201 (after
hours.) Ask for Nelson
Shroat
OFFICE space, Village
Center, 1406 North
12th St. 1,200 sq.
ft.753-7559
VERY large warehouse
or shop 7,100 square
feet on approximately 3
acres. Office space, 2
bathrooms, equipped
with gas heat, air
hookup, steel hoist
beam, great lighting,
excellent location. The
building is divided and
can be leased by section. Call 753-2905 or
293-8595.

4 adorable Yorkies.
Ready for delivery July
soon!
Phone
1.
(270)252-0602
DOG Obedience.
Master Trainer.
436-2858.

HAY square bales
$1.50 436-5442
REGISTERED Angus
bulls. 8-26 mos. 270436-2424
Yard SW

GARAGE
SALE
121S. TO
NEW MT.
CARMEL
CH.
FOLLOW
SIGNS TO

RED OAKS APTS

COOKSEY DR.

Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.

RAIN OR
SHINE
FRI & SAT
7-12

MSU!
WALK
TO
Affordable 1 bedroom
apartments including
basic kitchen appliances and lovely covarea.
ered
picnic
$275/mo unfurnished.

5325/rno nicely furnished. 762-0991 Or
559-1164

-"••••..osatailliiira.

Need help
Promoting your x
Business?
Call us we will be
glad to help.
Murray Lodger & Times

270-753-1916

k BSOI I -11•1 i'i
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Saturday, June 11, 2005•10:00 a.m.
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GARAGE SALE
5 MILES ON 121S. LEFT ON

UesdCars

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS

HICKS CEMETARY RD- 1RST

2000 Toyota Celica GT,
5 speed, dark blue, 1
TRUCK DRIVERS
MORTGAGE
•FREE
ANNOUNCEMENTS
owner, 40K excellent
FRI & SAT 7AM-NOON
HELP WANTED
ANALYSIS!! Refinance.
condition $9 500 270- .One order, One check,
Monthly •40 cpm Startaig pay for
Reducec
Couch, loveseat, recliner, coffee
Same
move!
753-8883
/1/111 41 L41 till folk, r*-1/ .\,101 ,o
smart
One
hase Parkway to 24folloo, to
Payments. Pre-Qualify
& end tables, 2 like new wrought
Been driving
Exit 11 and thoband Rd. go pals Luon see Auction arnms at
1993 black Nissan time and money by for a new home Call 3 mos exp
up to 42
Start
longer?
to
making
call
one
iron twin beds with mattress sets,
Hwy 2187. Follow to auction or Lane Rd.
$1,200
Anima,
Kentucky
Southern
benefits.
full
with
cpm
classi25-word
a
place
(270)293-3517
kids clothes, toys, 6' pool table,
Mortgage today 0 270- monthly bonus & your
REAL ESTATE & PERSONA I. PROPERTY: 3 bedroom -2 bath- livfied in 70 Kentucky
93 Tempo 189,000
782-3755,, Apply online freightliner goes home
microwave, kitchen table & 4
ing room - kitchen - dining room - utility room - carport - large shop.
newspapers for only
miles Asking $600
at W V4W . SO uthernken- with you ever 14 days.
Complete house of furniture - pots & pans- 2 door frost free refril2eiator,
chairs, comforter sets & more.
$225 For more infortuckymortgage.corn
759-4813
water & ice in door- washer & dryer.
Own a truck? Avg. Over
mation, contact the
'92 Chrysler LeBaron
$1 per mile- 90 cpm
HEALTIICARE
classified department of
REAL ESTATE WILL ABSOLUTE SELL AT 12 NOON
$1,000 OBO 436-2149 this newspaper or call
+Fuel Surch. pd plates
HUGE YARD
•Need Lower Rates?
15% down on selling pnce day of auction Hal in 30 days. Make your kid base palm .tlId other
night, 293-4457 day
permits. 1-877-452115111Rol EOM
&
KPS 1-502-223-8821
SALE
For Affordable Health
inspections prior to aucuoo everything sold as is and will be a part ot the contra,
.
5627 Ask about lease2648 COLES
*Problems with alco- Coverage,' Call 1-866•
h as
-,•
Aucuon held rain or stunt t
TWO
Choice
purchase opps, 3 mos
hol/drugs? For compas- 668-5029
CAMPGROUND
Properties By Owner
class-A exp req
sionate, professional
I iii wore
:
pl
RD
HELP WANTED
4424 Hwy 641 N and
DriversDODGE Ram 1500, help
Now
*Act
JCAHO
call
FRI & SAT 7-?
1)%ti(•11.‘1.1. RE.‘1, F.ST.V11:. - 767-9223
96 Coles Campground
2WD, accredited
1996,
V8,
Tara *Automation/processing Flatbed, bulk tank and
antique
cards,
Post
759762-0608,
Rd
TERRI I). l'‘S(11-‘1.1.. BROKER
123,000 miles $4,000
Treatment Center 1- equipment manufactur- refrigerated divisions.
jugs, glassware, jew1602
based
761-2573
- 397 -9978 --- er seeks ESTIMATOR Performance
800
elry, clothes, shoes,
I)%N ‘111.1.ER 435-4144 OR
TWO story brick apartto conceptualize solu- pay Expenenced operwww.taracentercom
S-10
Chevrolet
1996
purses, books, maga• "I'IONEERS
kR141'1 I. RI. k NE 435-4420 %t (
ment building with 5 Ext-Cab 753-9105
tions and prepare cost ators. independent conzines, sweeper, cookBUSINESS
two-BR units. Excellent
estimates. Experience tractors or company
ii,i1 S. It
1.41 iii Kl &
I
#128I Firm 2333
ing utensils, com83K
cab
OPPORTUNITIES
ext
www.grifi- drivers_ CDL instruction
income -producer. '95 GMC
required
Pi
- 1/1
,
11411
if 4
it
forters, plants &
Flexible program available 800$125,000. 270-753- 350 auto $6,450 OBO
Honest nusa.corn.
*America's
lots more
270-293-2003
4109, 270-227-1545
Opportunity- Own your schedule, great bene- 7 1 - 6 3 1 8
'89 Ford Ranger 4cyl, own- Dollar Stores fits. hrilagriffinusa.com vvww.primeinc.com
7 vA •
.
:-.* ,9::A:
,— .7-7 k7;:A:
4-FAMILY
good condition $500 (www.dolarstoreser- P.O.
17347,
Box
1
•1
1531
[
alia Property
11
.
Covenant
•DriverOBO. 436-6396
YARD SALE!.
vices.com)- Discount Lousiville, KY, 40217.
pay
Excellent
Transport.
A.118181C101.1LITE .A.I...7CIIIICOINT
Stores EOE .
Party
503
510
LAKE
Barkley
& benefits for experi(www.dpstores.com)TANGLEWOOD
Campo
*Deck Hands: No expe- enced drivers, 0/0,
Waterfront! 5 ac
NO MINIMUMS!! NO RESERVATIOAISffI
$1.99 Jewelry 13otique nence, we train on ship.
DRIVE;
$49,900. New to mar
&
Teams
Solos,
Mart- .....m1a. 18Mo At "I(MVO A- WI1996 30ft. 5th whee (www.199jewelrystore- Top pay, benefits. HS Graduate
ket. Ideal location. Wil
students.
FRI & SAT
Mr. AI Mrs. Mamas lirstagszi
Mailbox
services.com)Camper.
Dutchman
Grads 17-34. Must relo- Bonuses paid weekly.
not last! Call owner
6:00 AM UNTIL
A Short Drive NW Of Murray, KY
Slide out, double door Stores (www.themail- cate. Call M-F 1-800- Equal
866-924-4328
Opportunity
From Murray At The MSU football Stadium.Take Hwy 121 NW 8 Miles Turn
11:00 AM
refngerator, full awning. boxstores.com) Think 284-6289
888-MORE
Employer.
Right On Hammond Rd "Hwy 1836" And Proceed N 1/2 Mile Signs Posted!!
Appliances, house270-436- Christmas, Start Now!
$12,500.
"The Coldwater Community"
LMs For Sale
113111
•Online Jobs. eBay PAY (888-667-3729)
hold items, toys, [
1-800$45,900.
From
5707
Owner
Swing Set,
829-2915, 1-800-518- Workers Needed. Come ,,•Driver:
S
IFM le.
AC.
deg .= al,CD
..
restncbons
with
lots
2
work with us online. Operators Needed. Can
Fireplace,
Lights,
3064
And
Combinations
In
in 6 Tracts
1.5 acres & 1 acre 5
$$$$$ WEEKLY. Use you use $1.10-$1.14
etc.
•Log Home Dealers your own computer or
miles north or Murray.
average per mile per
Homebuilders - Farmers - investors
WATER'S Edge RV wanted. Great earnings laptop. No experience week? No forced dis752-7312
Mini Tracts - Building Sites
profexcellent
potential,
Park and Manna. 10
necessary. 1-800-693- patch. Call Max 0 T&T
Tracts-Two 3.5 Acre •Two 4 Acre • 30 Acres • 28 Acres
miles outside Murray its, protected territory, 9398 Ext. 1862
A Good Location For CalloWay Or Graves County
1-800-511-0082
warranty.
on Blood River and lifetime
IFtimail Estaitss Will Soli At 10:01) A.A/11_
•SECRET SHOPPERS •Drivers - $2750 Sign
madeAmerican
...-Lake.
Kentucky
• e.....,"1„, 4.. 52 acres located on
.
NEEDED Pose as cus- On + Onentation Pay.
1..:
Air
Covered and uncov- Honest value. Call
Heavily
Faxon Rd
Log tomers for store evalua- Predictible home time.
Daniel Boone
available.
slips
ered
wooded with some
Local stores, Benefits.
Dedicated
1-888-443- tions.
Homes
g
pine, some hardwood. Call 270-436-5321
restaurants & theaters. customer runs. CDL-A/6
4140
ski
Century
18'
1984
or
hunting
Ideal for
'
Training
provided. months OTR. 877-687BUSINESS
boat Seats 8 people.
secluded living. Could
Flexible hours. Email 5627. JDC Logistics.
Home
Brick
Story
2
Attractive
Tract 3- 3.571 Acres With
SERVICES
1984 OMC 350 V8 GM
be divided into smaller
now! Franklin WI.
Call
required
Formal Living Room • Formal Dining Room
motor. 20' bi-axle trail- *Divorce
tracts. $49,590. Call
ext
$195, 10800-585-9024
Spacious FamilyRoom With fireplace
*Drivers - Accepting
Kopperud Realty 753- er. All in excellent con- Incorporation
$195. 6351
3 Bedrooms •2 Baths • Study Or 4th Bedroom
Trainees! 16 day CDL!
1222 for details. MLS* dition. Canopy. custom Your alternative to
Neat Kitchen With Breakfast Room • Laundry Room
fit cover, lots of extras, expensive legal fees! 1- •The TOP 10 REA- No money down, stuLots Of Closets • Large Garage • 2 Central Units
26018
Excellent Backyard Setting With A Deck & Gazebo
garage kept_ $6.500 800-303-1170 or ncd- SONS to Make CRAFT- dent financing! Tuition
MATIC Your Career#10 reimbursement avail.
Chain Link Fenced • Concrete Drive • Landscaped
(270)527-3590 or proservice@aol.corn
firm.
Homes For Sala
A Great Calloway County Setting- Very Clean. Neat & Nice!
#9 Job placement asst.
vacation,
Paid
(270)994-1624
for Call Mon-Sun 1-800Possiblities
COMMERCIAL
Open Homan StsovvIng
vertical
with
2BR
advancement. *8 5-day 883-0171 xA-50
PROPERTY
Monday. Juno 13th. 5:00 P.M. To 7:00 P.M.
Sir/teal:NNW
duplex behind. Grea
work week with weekDeposit
15%. Down With A IMinfirnum
•For Sale-- Two-Story
*Drivers- CDL-A Miles
investment. $65,000.
All
#7
off,
ends
Of S3,000.00 Per Tract, Balance In 30 Days
in
building
office
brick
and Money! Start up to
270-753-4109. 270for
done
prospecting
l. t1 I (I\\ \N
Items From The Farm And Home
Frankfort, near I-64/US
.39 cpm. Outstanding
227-1545
no
referrals,
you - no
To Be Sold After The Real Estate - From The Home
I \\\ \ sl R\ II I
Approx 2300
127.
Guaranteed
miles.
cold calls. #6 -2-3 daily
Baby Grand Piano 'George Steck"• Dining Table w/6 Chairs, China Cabinet• Breakfast
with
internet
brick
feet,
1BA
3BR,
square
Solos.
hometime.
Table *Chairs• Portable Bar wiStools•Sofa & Loveseat• End Tables•Recliners•Side
appointments, #5 Paid
detached 2 car garage
wired. Large conference
teams, owner operators
Chairs • Hide-A-Bed Sofa • Console Cabinet • RCA TV & Cabinet • Radio-Stereos •
training, #4 $2000 signon 1 acre in Kirksey
room. seven individual
Machine
Marten
.
wanted!
Chest Freezer • Washer, Dryer • Queen Brass Bed • Cabinet
on bonus, *3 CompanyPans,
•
*Attachments•Computer, Printer, Desk & Ch4r• Pri • . ,
area. 753-2286 or 489offices, 4 halt-baths.
Ltd. 800-395Transport.
paid health plan, #2 $50
•_IOW•Linens
753-tititi.:
Dishes•8 Place Santini Noritake7Savannahr 3hina w
2302
kitchenette. Part of
3331
per completed presen•casalts• Utivn
_a
• Anniversary Mart Clock • Collectibles • Household
complex.
building
office
Furniture • Vacuum And More! ••••12 Ga. Ithaca 37 Deer Stipsr Shotgun 4 Case•22
tation regardless of out- •In Kentucky Heartland
CANTERBURY 436-2867 Joe Lamb's For sale
by owner.
Automatic Rifle w/Telescope& Case •38 Colt Revolver•22 HIFI Revolver•Ammunition
1553 Mower Repair. Tune-up Immediate occupancy. come. PLUS commis- drivers earn an average
Subdivision,
From The Farm..International 3414 Elackhoe • IF 245 Diesel Tractor, Only
guaransions and down-pay- of $48.873.61! With our
4BR, specials. Work
Dr.,
Oxford
870 Hours', Remote Valve. Sp,n Out Wheels • 3 Pt Disc, 7'• PTO Seeder • 3 Pt Rotary
502-223-8821
Call
ment bonues. AND the pay raise they'll earn
2.513A, LA, OR, K. den, teed, free pick-up/deliv- Sam-5pm M-F.
Cutler, 6' • 3 Pt Blade. 7' • Post Hole Digger • Honda 3 Wheeler • 4x6 Utility Trailer •
#1 REASON to make even more! Do you
Troy Bill Rear Tine Tiller, 7 HP, Electric Start • JD 175 Riding Mower wiRear Bat. -r •
utility room, bonus ery.
SALE
YARD
Leaf & Lint Shredder• Chain Saws • Hand Tools • Yard & Garden Tools • Work ••
office CRAFTMATIC
your make this much AND
room for kids, 30x36 436-5141 A-AFFORD- *Professional
Miscellaneous•'83 GMC Sierra Classic Pickup Truck With Topper, Very Nice :.
space for rent in career. #1 Our people get home msot weekgarage, fenced back614 ELLIS
Clean
Hauling.
ABLE
Clean!!
HEARTLAND
yard, approx. 3,700 out garages. gutters, Frankfort. Just off US are second to none. ends'?
COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE!!
1-64. Please call Mr. Moms at EXPRESS 1-800-441near
127
DR. OFF
sq.ft. city school dis- junk & tree work.
700 1-800-472-1432
Approximately
ext 4953 WWW.heartlandextrict. 759-1506, 293492-8688 ROOF
SYCAMORE
square feet on second 219
press.com
4183
REPAIRS. New
' '7;5 AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
floor, pnvate bath, closJ
Career. Future,
*Look!
MISCELLANEOUS
FRIDAY
all
Roofs,
29
types.
mobile
and
HOUSES
FANCY FARM, KY- 270-623-8466
ets. $600 per month,
Money. Train with the
years expenence. Call
homes for sale and for
Mechanic*Airline
water/sewer.
includes
8:00
best to drive for the
Carters.
rent in 6 west Kentucky
electric, gas. Call 502- Rapid training for high
best. 16 day CDL traincounties. Call 270-339767-0533 MOWING, 223-8821.
paying career. FAA preing with job placement.
mulching,
8824 or 270-339-8823
trimming,
dicts severe shortage.
Yard Sale
YardSsis
EQUIPMENT
Lodging included Call
painting, odd jobs,
FAA approved. Job
FOR SALE
today 1-800-398-9908
Free
MUST sell! Two bedcleaning.
placement assistance.
UAHALit
$2,695- AIM (888)349-5387
room house in Almo.
*SawmillsEstimates. 978-1115.
4-FAMILY
*Need a Job? CAST!
SALE
$13,500. 437-3213
AFFORDABLE LumberMate-2000 & •Attention No experience'? No
A-1
YARD SALE
GARAGE SALE
1707 JOHNSON
HAULING all around LumberLite- 24 . Homeowners: Display problem! No credit
NEWLY
remodeled
Industries
check. No montty payclean-up, gutters, tree Norwood
(OFF DORAN RD)
1701
homes wanted for vinyl
907
1,600 sq. ft. home w/
also manufactures utility
ment. Immediate bene436-2867
work
siding, windows, roofs.
FRI & SAT
15 acres includes 8
ATV attachments, tog
MELROSE
fit package. Now hiring
COLES
Removal
Stump
No
A-1
terms.
credit
Easy
7-12
acres fenced, corral.
portable
skidders,
in your area. 1-877-443437-3044
payments until 2006_
DR.
CAMPGROUND
and pen. Livestock
and
edgers
board
8289
COME RAIN
month.
$99
at
Starting
barn, detached 3 car
equipment.
forestry
RD
OR COME
(OFF DORAN RD)
-Owner Operators! 90
Call 1-800-251-0843
ALL CARPENTRY
garage, and workshop.
www.norwoodinduscorn Loaded & Empty!
SHINE
additions,
Remodeling,
New Providence area.
THURS & FRI
tnes.com- Free informa- •Earn Degree online
FRI 7AM-?
porches, decks. sun tion: 1-800-578-1363 from home. •Business Plus 3 cpm bonus! Plus
Misc. things
436-6092 or 227-6405
7-5
100% fuel surcharge!
rooms, roofing, vinyl ext3OON
SAT 7AM'Paralegal 'Computers.
Yard Sale
need a new
Benefits! Call David at
home
mobile
home
siding,
bedroom
TWO
Job placement assisSAT 7-12
FINANCIAL
NOON
home.
National
Distributors
repair, sagging floors,
on a half acre. New
tance. Computer &
1-502-523RAIN OR SHINE well, fenced in back- termite & water dam- •$$CASH$$ Immediate Financial aid if qualify. Leasing
YARD SALE
Larry Nimmo Cash for structured set- 8 6 6 - 8 5 8 - 2 1 2 1 0714
3-FAMILY
building,
age.
14x28
yard.
MOVING SALE
or tlements, annuities, law www.tidewatertechon- •**STAR
one mile from lake. (270)753-9372
Transport
GARAGE SALE
16TH ST TO
731SALE
YARD
(270)753-0353
270-436-2641
suit, mortgage notes & line.com
needs inexperienced
1402 OAKHILL
1505
JG
536-5501
OLD CITY
flows.
cash
WISWELL, LEFT
drivers. Home most
REAL ESTATE/REAL
Arrumcz &
DR. CAMPBELL
Wentworth ft! 1-800PARK •
weekends.
Peterbilt
SALE
FOR
ESTATE
BECKETT DR.
WANT to buy: Lease to
ELECTRICAL REPAIR
ON OAKHILL DR
ESTATES.
794-7310
trucks, shared tuition.
FRIDAY
•Lawrenceburg turn-key
own/ owner finance
Mississippi
FOLLOW THE
CHAD B. HUGHFC •Free
FRI & SAT
Mortgage horse farm, 30 acres, Good starting pay. Food
home under $65,000
FRI & SAT
Mud Cake, autoand lodging provided. 1YELLOW SIGNS
on main road. 436
22 YFARS EXPERIENCE Analysis!! Refinance, 4030 sf home, pool. 225 800-455-4682
graphed picture 836AM-?
paymonthly
reduce
12building.
sf office
5707
(270)226-9398
OFF DORAN RD
7:30AM *TILL ?
84 KY Wildcats.
ments. pre-qualify for a stall barn, 1800 sf storWANTED
(270)4924191
Knick Knacks,
clothes, small table,
FRI & SAT
home.
Call age bldg. sand arena, 7
new
6'>03' rug, high
kAockingbird
1575
EVERYTHING
Lift-Chair in
*Wanted
EARLY TIL LATE
collectibles, toys,
Kentucky paddocks, 3 ponds,
APPLIANCE REPAIR
Southern
chair, infant seat,
38R, 3 bath, split plan,
good condition, reasonPARTS
270today
&
Mortgage
SERVICE
$639,990. Double T ably priced Call 502booster seat, toys,
EVERYTHING
hardwood/ tile. WalkFROM A TO Z.
books & more.
(270) 293-8726 OR 782-37559 Apply online Realty (859)396-4959
small refrigerator,
8"-la ql5c
out basement w/
at www.southemken759-5534
sheets, towels.
indoor workshop. 753Buren
Van
lamps
&
tuckymortgage.com
shoes
Chuck
YARD SALE
7989
YARD SALE
ASPHALT
CLIFTON
144 MEADOW
SEALCOAT1NG
ROBINSON
CIRCLE
GREEN
FIRST TIME
•Commercial
ESTATE 1885
1 MILE SOUTH ON
ATV's
ail
liglotortydss4
*Residential
PARTY
12
HWY 140E
HWY 121, TURN
Free Estimates
SALE
YARD
LEFT, MEADOW
PURYEAR
TRAVIS
BACKHOE &
*All Size Units
2003 Kodiak 4x4 for
GREEN ACRES
FRI & SAT
SEALCOAT1NG
PILOT OAK, 25
TRUCKING
sale. Great condition,
AvailabIe
FRI & SAT
(270) 753-2279
7-?
ROY HILL.
200 miles. Asking
miles west of
7:00 AM-?
Septic system, gravel,
*Now Have
FUTRELL'S Tree
Antiques, appli$4,200. (270)293-3275
T.V 'S electronics,
murray on 94.
white rock
Service
ances, furniture,
Climate
music CD'S &
436-2113
watch for signs. 2001 Kawasaki ZX 12R Tnmming, removal.
older tupperware.
Dozer work & Track
$5,500. Call after 5:00 stump grinding, firerecords, clothes, fishFRI & SAT
much more
pm 753-1856
hoe
wood Insured, 489ing, some tools, etc.
2839
june 10 & 11

At the home of the late Mr. Rex Turrentine at
2240 Lane Rd., Paducah, KY
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YARD SALE
508 WHITNELL
FRI & SAT
7:00-?
Glass, linens,
plus size
clothes, 2000
Chevy truck,
bicycles, lots of
stuff.

0 ii

and
has
753-
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Is

ding,
;ated
'role.
1436-

715
:met
feet
753retal
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(after
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The
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)5 or

I
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/ July
soon!
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El
>ales

ingus
270-

ram-

3-PARTY
YARD
SALE
FRI & SAT
601
BROAD
ST.
7:00-?

JPAIVIES Fe- CASH

RC

Household
items, etc.

Check us
out on the
web!

YARD SALE
1619B MAIN ST
FRI & SAT
8AM-5PM
Entertainment
center,(5) air
conditioners,
dishes, furniture,
clothes, many
things.

2-PARTY

7AM-1PM

GARAGE
SALE
121S. TO
NEW MT.
CARMEL
CH.
FOLLOW
SIGNS TO

Numerous

COOKSEY DR.

YARD SALE
1508
BECKETT DR.
SAT JUNE 11

miscellaneous
items.

RAIN OR
SHINE
FRI & SAT
7-12

NEON BEACH 1
INI-STORAGE

i

Control

753-3853

5-PARTY
YARD SALE
264 METCALF
LANE OFF
WALSTON RD
FRI & SAT
8AM-1PM
Twin girl & baby
clothes, girls clothes
size 6&7, women
dress clothes, house
& x-mas decor &
lots more

7:00-?
NEW Toyota tire and
wheel P265/70-R16,
753-8414. (driveable)
'97 Concord for parts.
761-3468

David's Cleaning
Services
"We Specialize in Cleaning •Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
*Brick •All External Cleaning
•Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water .Parking Lots & Driveways

David Borders
(279)527-7176 or(270)293-0939

PARKER EXCAVATING
New Concord, KY
Bruce Parker
(270) 293-3252
(270) 436-2969
DOZER-TRACKHOE-TRUCKING

TOPSOIL, BANK GRAVEL,
H1TEROCK, DEMOLITION
LISCENSED & INSURED
10 YRS. EXPERIENCE
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State lures
St. Jude Donation
manufacturing
company
Hydro-Gear to
western Ky.

Servicinghied

RESICOM
Contractors. LLC
Residential
Commercial. Custom
concrete countertops,
metal roofs, pole barns.
Insurance
decks
claims welcome 270227-2115. 270-436LialatLinilfahri 5764
roofing, int/ext
kNDI I R
painting, vinyl sidRiintirp,.: • Citrprnip • R tag
ing, concrete work
All types of remodeling
any
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Free estimates
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for
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One free mowing
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*Family Room
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Adventures in Math
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Roof-Brite
A WA Y®
Since 1968

p.m., lunch; 5 p.m. until
dinner; (to be served by MSU

requirements for the program
and all activities are the same for

ANT'
ASK ABOUT LIFETIME WARR

See Web Site for
Discounts
270-748-5449
1-888-272-7003 WWW ARBROOF COM

Independence

Avenue, SW, 5625.
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Horoscopes

soon as possible.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Verify a meeting in order to preCAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
start
don't
,
and
*** Slow down
* A partner or associate
vent a miscommunication. See
***
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cts. In fact, comp
ives in a relationship. any proje
the limelight. You might
posit
steal
the
will
Respond
You have a way of expressing Tonight: Be a teenager again, needs to be your goal. recog- as well let him or her do just that.
to another's demands, but
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Excess thyroid hormone
and osteoporosis
C.

DEAR DR. GOTT: Is it
true that women who take additional
thyroid
medication
because it gives them more
zip
and
stamina risk
developing
osteoporosis?
DEAR
READER:
The answer
to
Your
question is a
Dr. Gott qualified
"y e s ":
Women
By
Dr. Peter Gott who need
thyroid supplements should take them.
Although the precise cause
of osteoporosis is unknown,
one fact is abundantly clear:
Excess thyroid hormone accelerates the loss of calcium from
the bones of both men and
women, causing a more severe
form of osteoporosis to appear
earlier. This is the reason that
good doctors are so fastidious
about monitoring patients who
require thyroid supplements. It's
vital that such patients not be
over-dosed.
In my view, and in the opinion of experts, blood tests of
thyroid function performed at
least annually are mandatory for
good care. Using such blood
tests, physicians can adjust the
dost of thyroid medication to
avoid inducing accelerated
osteoporosis.
Thyroid hormone is powerful medicine. It must not be
used in a cavalier fashion to
provide more "zip" or to lose
weight. Thyroid supplements
should be prescribed only on
the basis of a documented deficiency (as judged by blood
tests), for which careful monitoring is available.
To give you related information. I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report
-Osteoporosis." Other readers
who would like a copy should
send a long, self-addressed,

Creative solutions offered
for problem of leaky pet

stamped envelope and $2 to
Newsletter, P.O. Box 167,
Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be sure
to mention the title.
DEAR DR.GOTT:In 1980,
I was diagnosed with systemic
lupus and central nervous system involvement. I do have temporal lobe seizures associated
with this condition. Two separate biopsies of the lesions
and blood work were positive.
I've since moved and now
am told I don't have lupus,
nor did I ever have it. As you
can realize, this has left me
totally confused and frustrated. While in remission, does
this disease show up in blood
work or does it lie dormant
and undetectable?
DEAR READER: Lupus,
an autoimmune disease, causes skin and kidney damage;
sometimes the brain is affected, too. Ordinarily, once blood
tests reveal lupus, they remain
positive indefinitely, even
though the disease may enter
a prolonged state of remission.
It seems to me that you are
caught in a quandary because
your doctors cannot agree on
what disease is affecting you.
Therefore, you should obtain
a third opinion, preferably from
a diagnostic clinic in a teaching hospital. The specialists
will review the results of your
previous testing and correlate
the findings with your symptoms.
More testing may be
required, but this is a small price
to pay; for your own peace
of mind and continuing health.
you need to know the score.
Ask for a referral.
Doctor Gott is a practicing
physician and the author of
the new book "Live Longer.
Live Better: Taking Care of
Your Health After 50" (Quill
Driver Books, www.quilldriverbooks.com).
Copyright 2005, Newspaper Enterprise Assn.

DEAR ABBY: I just finished the letter from "Saturated in Atlanta," whose in-laws
allow their dog, "Liebchen"
(who, believe me. is NOT "darling," according to his description),
to
mark his territory in her
house, causing damage
in several
places. Not
only is this
disgraceful,
as
you
Dear Abby pointed out,
but its also
By Abigail
illegal. The
Van Buren
courts call it
"failure to
control your dog." "Saturated"
may want to consider !legal
action. -- NEW HAMPSHIRE
READER
DEAR READER: Hold
your horses. Their familial relationship is supposed to last,
one would hope, long after
Liebchen has trotted off to
doggie heaven. I would advise
legal action only if there were
no other alternative. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: I don't get
it. Did the in-laws allow their
son to "wet" wherever he wanted when he was growing up?
I doubt it. Then why should
their dog be any different? I
suggest that "Saturated" make
reservations at a dog-friendly
hotel for her husband's parents and let him pay for it. It
may be the wake-up call they
all need. -- MOTHER-IN-LAW
IN HOUSTON
DEAR
MOTHER-INLAW: That might be a workable solution. However, some
other readers offered ideas that
are more pet-friendly.
DEAR ABBY: As a dog
trainer and former veterinary
assistant, my first question to
"Saturated" would have been,
Is Liebchen neutered? If not,
it would explain a lot. While
male dogs do mark their territory sometimes after being
neutered, its far more corn-
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mon for them to do so when
they're intact. Although "Saturated" and her mother-in-law
may not know it, neutering
can help. Their veterinarian
can instruct the in-laws about
other medical advantages to
neutering, such as a reduced
risk of prostate cancer and eliminating the risk of testicular cancer. -- SPAY 'EM AND TRAIN
'EM IN LA.
DEAR LOUISIANA: Good
point. Thank you for the
reminder about pet neutering.
Not only does it curb behavior problems, as you pointed
out, but it also has health benefits.
DEAR ABBY: A solution
that might cause less of an
uproar with the in-laws would
be to offer "Doggy Depends."
Male dogs that insist on marking their territory can wear a
belly band with appropriate
material tucked inside. They
are easy to make, and also available for purchase in most doggy
boutiques. (Some folks just
take an old athletic sock, wrap
it around the dog's middle and
pin it at the top.) The belly
band, although not a perfect
solution for the behavior, can
at least minimize damage to
property -- in addition to lessening the chances of a family feud over the dog. -- DESS
IN DUNCANVILLE, TEXAS
DEAR DESS: "Doggie
Depends"? I love it!
DEAR ABBY: I have the
perfect solution to protect that
woman's furniture. The next
time her mother-in-law comes
over, she should be prepared
with baby Pampers and duct
tape. The size of the Pampers
depends on the size of the
dog. Wrap the Pampers around
the dog just in front of his
hind legs, and fasten over the
back with duct tape. If the
mother-in-law doesn't like it,
she should be told her daughter-in-law can't afford to have
her furniture professionally
cleaned every time Liebchen
comes to her home. Try it. It
worked for me. Good luck! - CHRISTINA IN GREAT
FALLS, MONT.
DEAR CHRISTINA: Thank
yoti' for "the
sti btt:'
worth a try, and if it works,
it'll keep Liebchen and his
owners out of the doghouse.
•••
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LookingBack
10 years ago
Published is a picture of
George Glass of Kentucky State
Police initiating a motorcycle
driver's test in the parking lot
of Murray-Calloway County
Park. The photo was by Staff
Photographer Jim Mahanes.
Births reported include a
boy to Kimberly and Allyn
Rivera, June 2; a boy to Melissa and Barry Paschall, June 3;
a boy to Lori Ann and Rex
Gilbert, June 4.
Daniel Cohen, son of Dr.
and Mrs. Michael Cohen of
Murray, received his bachelor
of arts degree in English at
Haverford College, Haverford,
Pa.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of
Dr. Gene Garfield, associate
professor of political science
at Murray State University who
was the recipient of the 1985
Max Carman Outstanding
Teacher as chosen by balloting of students at MSU. The
photo was by Staff Photographer David Tuck.
Sue & Charlie's Restaurant
at Aurora was destroyed by
fire on June 8. Owners are
Mansfield and Shelia Farmer
of Murray.
More than 1,000 dogs and
cats received rabies shots during a three-day tour of Calloway County by the local
health department officials.
Births reported include a
girl to Larry and Laurie Brittain, June 7.
30 years ago
Murray State University has
been awarded additional federal funding of $5,000 for the
current fiscal year of 1974-75
for the Law Enforcement Education Program.
Mrs. Nola Lewis, Mrs.
Brooks Collie, Mrs. Edna Butler, Mrs. Carmen D'Angelo
and Mrs. James Dixon, members of Calloway County

Homemakers Club, and Mrs,
Barletta Wrather, county home demonstration agent, attendied
the meeting of the Kentucky
Extension Homemakers held its•
Lexington.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hale
were married 65 years Apfri:
25.
•:•
•
Births reported include
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Herbe4:::
Boyle, May 28; a boy to M"and Mrs. Greg Cates, May 31',
a boy to Ronald and Regide Baker, June 6.
40 years ago
Cadet Jerry E. Hendon, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Hendon, and Cadet Charles H.
Paschall, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Howard 0. Paschall, are taking 16 weeks of extensive
training at Indiantown Gap Military Reservation in Pennsylvania.
Mrs. W.C. Outland, Mrs.
Matt Sparkman and Mrs. Josiah Darnall left by plane June
5 for a trip to parts of Europe.
Elected as officers for the
1965-66 club year were Mrs
Graves Hendon, Mrs. Bun
Crawford, Mrs. John Lovins,
Mrs. Graves Sledd and Mrs.
George Hart.
Piano students of Mrs. Neale
B. Mason presented a recital
on June 4 at the Murray
Woman's Club House.
50 years ago
Murray Girl Scouts will
attend Camp Bear Creek on
Kentucky Lake. The first session will open June 26.
Attending the Egyptian
Music Camp in Duquoin, Ill..
are Nancy Sykes and Clarice
Rohwedder. They received
scholarships for the camp by
the Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club.
Recent births reported at
Murray Hospital include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. William Crago-:
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs'.
Gerald Holley.

Todaylnilistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, June 9, the 160th day of 2005. There'
are 205 day's left in the year.
-. •:•
Today's Highlight in History:
•'.•
On June 9, A.D. 68, the Roman Emperor Nero committed _
suicide.
On this date:
In 1870, author Charles Dickens died in Godshill, England.
In 1940, Norway surrendered to the Nazis during World
War U.
In 1953, about 100 people died when a tornado struck
Worcester, Mass.
In 1954, during the Senate-Army Hearings, Army special
counsel Joseph N. Welch asked Sen. Joseph R. McCarthy:
"Have you no sense of decency, sir?"
In 1969, the U.S. Senate confirmed Warren Burger to be
the new chief justice of the United States, succeeding Earl
Warren.
In 1973, Secretariat became horse racing's first Triple Crown
winner in 25 years by winning the Belmont Stakes.
In 1978, leaders of the Church of Jesus Christ of LatterDay Saints struck down a 148-year-old policy of excluding
black men from the Mormon priesthood.
In 1980, comedian Richard Pryor suffered almost fatal burns
at his San Fernando Valley, Calif., home when a mixture of
-free-base" cocaine exploded.
In 1985, American educator Thomas Sutherland was kidnapped in Lebanon; he was released in November 1991 along
with fellow hostage Terry Waite.
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66 Narrow board
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ARTS&ENTERTAINMENT
JPDC hits road again

Pennington appointed
director of program

BOSTON, Mass. — Kim Pennington, native of Murray, Ky.,
and longtime resident of Boston, has been appointed director of
the music lesson program at Wakefield, Mass., High School for
the 2005-06 academic year.
Pennington has been a voice faculty member of the music
department of the school since 1993. The program offers individual instruction to junior high and high school students in voice,
piano and orchestral instruments.
Several of Pennington's former voice pupils have been accepted into bachelor and master degree studies at music institutions
like New England Conservatory, Oberlin Conservatory, Indiana
University and Carnegie-Mellon University. Some of these
singers have already received recognition as leading soloists in
opera and in musical theatre.
Pennington is founder and artistic director of Boston Bel
Canto Opera, now in its 13th season of production. He also heads
the opera company's teaching studio which offers classical
instruction in singing to pupils as young as 9 years of age.
Pennington graduated from Murray State University with honors in 1970 with a bachelor of music degree in piano. In 2004 he
presented a guest artist recital at the fine arts building at MSU
with his company's leading mezzo-soprano. Angeliki Theoharis.
During high school, Pennington was a piano student of the late
Dorothy Mason. Later at Murray State University, he studied
piano with Russell Terhune.
Pennington is the son of Hilda Pennington of Murray, Ky., and
the late Clinton Pennington.

AP Photo
Comic book illustrator Tommy Castillo demonstrates his
style in his Easton, Pa., home studio. Castillo, whose
"Batman" appears in DC's Detective Comics and Legends
of the Dark Knight series, has made his mark on the
beloved characters.

'Batman'comes to life
on Pennsylvania farm
By MICHAEL RUBINKAM
Associated Press Writer
EASTON, Pa. (AP) —
Outside Tommy Castillo's bedroom window is a rolling horse
pasture where Appaloosa mares
frolic with their young — not at
all like gritty Gotham, the fictional city that Castillo sees with
his mind's eye as he draws the
adventures of the Caped
Crusader.
Castillo seems a bit out of
place in the sleepy eastern
Pennsylvania countryside. After
all, his richly detailed paintings
and drawings of dragons, zombies, wizards and other fanciful
creatures have made him a brand
name in the horror and fantasy
genres. But the solitude allows
him to focus on bringing his
own dark style — and a sense of
loss — to the world in which he
is now immersed, the world of
Batman.
Known in the comic book
trade as a penciler. Castillo gives
life to the 22-page scripts created by Batman's writers at DC
Comics, drawing the crime
fighter, his enemies and their
universe before an inker and a
colorist complete the work.
While millions see the new
movie "Batman Begins," a
smaller but fiercely loyal fan
base continues to snap up the
comic books where Bruce
Wayne and his alter ego first
began appearing in 1939.
Castillo, whose "Batman"
work can be seen in DC's
Detective Comics and Legends
of the Dark Knight series, has
made his mark on the characters,
reimagining the Riddler and
making Batman grittier and
even more shadowy. He is currently illustrating a story featuring Batman nemesis Killer Croc.
It has been an unlikely journey for the 34-year-old master
of the macabre, whose troubled
youth in Keansburg, N.J., was
marked by constant fighting and
a three-hour stint in the "Scared
Straight" program at East Jersey
State Prison.
Castillo didn't even know he
could draw until high school,
when a badly broken foot at age

17 ended his professional BMX
cycling career. Stuck in the fiatfloor an room because he had no
way to get upstairs, Castillo discovered his passion with the
help of an art teacher who recognized potential in the depressed
young man.
It took years of struggle
before he finally landed the gig
of a lifetime. One of a stable of
pencilers who works on Batman
for DC Comics, Castillo says he
feels like "Charlie going into the
Willy Wonka factory."
Castillo can relate to Bruce
Wayne, who deals with the loss
of his murdered parents by
transforming himself into the
cowl-wearing crime fighter.
"When I'm drawing Batman,
I'm really thinking about loss,"
he says. "1 don't see him as an
angry guy, I don't see him as a
vigilante. I see him as someone
who lost all the things he loved
and this is how he's trying to
deal with it.
"I just focus on my loss,
things that I've had to give up,"
he says.
There have been misfortunes.
The broken foot forced him to
walk with a cane for five years.
Unable to stay physically active,
he gained a tremendous amount
of weight. He has since lost
nearly 130 pounds to get down
to a normal, healthy size.
There
were
emotional
wounds as well. Castillo's wife
left him for his best friend several years ago, he says. After constantly seeing them together, he
finally moved from New Jersey
to Pennsylvania last August,
renting an apartment in a 200year-old farmhouse at the end of
a country lane. There, he has
made a suitably weird home for
himself, installing a knifethrowing range in the yard and
placing menacing figurines on
the front porch.
Even when he was younger,
Castillo sought refuge in the
make-believe. He got his love of
horror and fantasy from his
father, with whom he spent
hours watching thrillers and
scary movies, including "The
Exorcist." when he was only 7.
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By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Murray's Sarah Doran says
that it was a coincidence that the
1970 hit "25 or 6 to 4" by the
rock supergroup Chicago was
picked by herself and others as
accompaniment for one of the
numbers she performs with the
Jackson
Purchase
Dance
Company.
The song was selected last
fall, long before the company
was slated for an appearance at
the Children's Museum that is
scheduled for this Friday afternoon ... in Chicago.
Coincidence or not, though,
the high-powered song that
helped make the group named
after America's third-largest city
one of music's all-time favorites
seems certain to endear the
Kentucky visitors to their bigcity hosts.
"Oh, I'm pretty sure it will,"
said Doran during Monday's
final rehearsal for the company
at its studio in Murray. "When
(she and fellow Murray dancer
Darlene Kipput) were thinking
about the music for it, we decided we were wanting to do something different, so we took home
several CDs and just decided we
really liked that one."
Friday, Doran will team with
Paducah's Emily Chapman on
the performance that incorporates a combination of their ballet abilities with athleticism,
including gymnastic moves that
involve a metal folding chair.
Adding an extra bit of spice to
the routine will be the presence
of the company's artistic director Karen Balzer, who will take
her place in the chair at times,
occasionally with the dancers
moving within close range.
"It's really fun to do, even
though it kind of kills you afterward," Doran said, still breathing hard from performing the
routine."We do a lot of things in
this routine."
Doing lots of things, period,
though, has become a staple of
the still-young company. Only
in its fourth year of existence, it
has always made an excursion to
a far-away place once school
ends. Last year, its members
appeared at the Manhattan
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With artistic director Karen Balzer watching intently, Jackson Purchase Dance
Company performers settle Into their concluding pose to one of the musical numbers
they will present at the Chicago Children's Museum Friday afternoon during Monday's
final rehearsal.
Children's Museum in New
York City, then took two days of
classes under the guidance of
some of that city's most respected instructors.
Chicago will be no different
as the stay will include two days
of training with the worldrenowned Joffrey Ballet, now
based in the Windy City.
"It's because of our (past)
performances that we're able to
do this," said Balzer, a veteran
performer herself, who has
worked with top companies in
the past, but has made building a
powerful company in her home
area now her top priority. With
visits to two of the top arts cities
in the country the last two years,
that seems to be happening.
"These places, they don't just
let you come to them. They are
strictly by invitation, so that is
something we're proud of. After
we performed in Manhattan last
year, word spread pretty quickly
about what we were like. I guess
you could say that we're big
with children's museums."
That is fine with Balzer,
though, in that the museum
appearances are necessary for

exposing children to the various School in Mayfield. "And I can
fine arts, including music and relate that to this in a way.
dance. It also does not hurt that, Everyone has their own little
along with their performances, part and it all comes together."
the company's dancers are also
is also used
Brother J•
asked to host an hour-long to having the s.
on him as
workshop, presenting them the part of a group. He has particichance to see their young audi- pated in high-caliber competience members up close, as well tions with the Graves cheerleadas the opportunity to teach them ing squad.
a few steps.
"Yeah, I've been to the
"And that means the kids are nationals and been on ESPN
not just getting to see a perform- before. so I'm kind of used to
ance, they're getting an artistic it," he said, explaining that neiexperience as well and that, to ther he nor his twin really
me, is so important because the "dance" during their parts of the
arts are not being taught as much program, but instead utilize tumas they should. So, this is good bling and jumping stunts that
for those kids and ours, too," she accentuate their athletic skills.
said.
Still, they are part of the
This year's edition of the show and Balzer hopes the
company is featuring a pair of Grays' presence opens the door
male performers for the first for more boys to join her compatime in twin brothers, Jeremy ny in the future.
and Justin Gray of Sedalia, who
"When we performed at
admit they are both still learning Murray State (for an audience of
the trade.
elementary and middle school"I never thought I'd be going ers), you could see the faces of
to a place like Chicago for the boys in the audience lighting
something like this, I can tell up, and that's what I wanted. I
you that," said Justin Gray, who wanted those boys to see that,
knows about performing in front yes, this is something they can
of crowds as he also is a soccer be part of," she said.
player at Graves County High
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AMC",TNT', and Disney Channel'
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